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Groundwaters is produced entirely with volunteer labor and is
offered free of charge to the public. Therefore, we also gratefully
accept donations to help defray the costs of printing. Gifts and
donations should be made to The Groundwaters Magazine
Project. In accordance with provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, donations are tax deductible for the donor.
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E

arlier this year I was perusing a book featuring photos
of Oregon mountains, looking for inspiration for a watercolor painting. I found a photo of Mount Hood reflected
in Lost Lake (photo taken by Pat O'Hara) and I thought it
was a great photo and might look nice as a painting. I
thought it might be fun to share it with Groundwaters.
When I was little, I liked to just kind of play with watercolors (mostly colorful splotches) and I think it gave
me a lot of practice with the brushes and moving the water
and being patient. In the last couple of years, I've been
trying landscapes and animals, and also trying out acrylics... and poetry. So, clearly I'm having fun.
~ Kirsten Hendricks

“Reflect”

2014
January - “Best”
April - “Ripple”
July - “Content”
October - “Lodge”

October 2013

Upcoming
Deadlines
Spring - Feb 15
Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15
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Editorial Perspectives

W

e’re beginning our 10th year of publication with this
issue! Thanks to all of you for making it happen!

I wanted to make a few comments about the content in
this issue of Groundwaters. The first is to explain why
something is missing across the way from this editorial.
Unfortunately, you won’t find Jimminy Cricket’s popular
“Philosopher’s Corner.”
Jimminy Cricket, aka Jim Burnett (aka my very own
big brother), underwent a major brain surgery in July. He
had a slow-growing benign tumor growing near his left ear
and brainstem. It reached the point that it was causing balance and other motor issues and needed to be removed.
He came through surgery really well, without the facial paralysis that he feared, but it left him without hearing
in his left ear and he has been occupied these past few
months since surgery with physical therapy sessions and
trying to get his life back on-line.
He hasn’t been able to concentrate on his writing yet,
but hopes that by January, he will be back to “philosophizing.” I know that he would love to hear from any of his
fans at dadburnett13@gmail.com.
I’ve learned over the years, since I began working with
Groundwaters, that every issue seems to take on a life of
its own – maybe “life” isn’t the correct word – more like
“personality” of its own. This one is no different. We seem
to have gotten quite a few excellent stories with “attitude”
this time and its been a challenge to deal with certain instances of profanity without hurting the flavor of the stories themselves. We definitely want to keep this a familyfriendly format and we work with the authors as much as
possible to keep the language of their stories as mild as
possible, but we also realize that they (and we) need to be
realistic. Our goal is not to censor, but to encourage moderation, and I think our wonderful writers are doing that.
We have the pleasure of publishing two short personal
experience/nostalgia stories that will be included in JoBrew’s upcoming book, Oregon’s Main Street: Highway
99. They are written by Opal Powell and Rachel Rich.
Opal’s contribution to the Highway 99 book, “Opal’s Circus,” was in the July issue and takes place in her childhood home of Yoncalla, Oregon. We are including a second segment of that story called, “The Upside of Down,”
in this issue. We are also showcasing Opal’s new children’s
book, Two Lives for Giant Jack Pumpkin in our “Newly
Published” section on page 6.

Rachel, who grew up in Sunnyside, Oregon, shares
some of childhood her memories on page 9 of this issue
and in Oregon’s Main Street: Highway 99. Hers is titled,
“Readin’, ‘Ritin’, ‘Rithmatic and Remembrance.”
I have the privilege of working with Jo-Brew on the
Highway 99 book which includes memoirs of not only
Highway 99, but of the communities that grew up around
it through Oregon, from the California border to Washington. Jo has also asked me to co-author a companion
book that will deal with the history of Highway 99 through
Oregon and its communities. I am honored to be working
with her on these two projects. Thank you, Jo! and thanks
to Opal and Rachel for allowing us to use their stories in
Groundwaters, too.
Another big thank you goes to Gloria Edwards of Elan
Realty who donated a brand-new portable scanner to
Groundwaters. She also happens to be my daughter... all I
did was ask if I could borrow her scanner last week! Her
tax-deductible contribution will come in very handy and
it is very much appreciated.
Our Groundwaters Publishing is working on a number of other books, preparing them for on-line publication... in fact we are backlogged currently. And, The
Groundwaters Magazine Project, our non-profit arm that
publishes the magazine, is hoping to publish a few more
classroom books in our local schools thanks to our grant
from the Oregon Country Fair. We published two last year.
Tell me again... What’s retirement?

On a Silver Morning
Fingers of citrine dispel night shadows.
Lace edge waves lick the shore.
Sand whispers under
A servant’s steps.
He beckons us
To come.
Come to the warmth of a fire.
Come to the banquet prepared.
A spear of light illumines
Scarred hands
Offering us
Life.
~ j.m. mirich

Looking for someone to proofread, edit or layout your manuscript?

Check out Groundwaters Publishing, LLC!
We also do layout and design for print-ready files for on-line publishing or to submit to your publisher!
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Reflect

Clarity

R-ecall memories—good, bad and sad from throughout
your life.

By Judy Hays-Eberts

E-xperience the many special moments again; look at
old pictures, journals, even think of times of strife.
F-eel the related emotions once again—love, hurt,
anger—things that maybe brought you to tears.
L-earn from those times, the many lessons, even fears
throughout those years.
E-xpress and tell your stories through words on paper,
in a scrapbook, in special ways.
C-ollect photos, letters, poems, and dialogue to add as
your own unique life replays.
T-reasure this memoir, your story, to pass on to family,
friends, and future generations.
~ gael Doyle-Oroyan
Writing, a passion since childhood, became a career with the State of
Hawaii and continues in retirement. I've published children's books, a
novel, articles and columns in newspapers and magazines in several
states, under my previous name, gael Mustapha. I now teach memoir
writing at Campbell Community Center in Eugene where I live.

Take Me Back
Take me back to yesteryear, back to the 50’s to be quite
clear
When life was simple and I never got bored
To school days and ballgames and my little Red Ford
Take me back to the party-line, when a Coke cost only a
dime
To letters on sweaters and Beehive hairdos and penny
loafers were the in-style shoes
To sweethearts walking hand-in-hand, stopping to draw a
heart in the sand
When God and Country was at the top of the list and we
sang about “Old Glory” in the morning mist
Take me back to the old phonograph, music and movies
that made us laugh
Where a penny would buy some bubble gum. I know you
think this really sounds dumb: but if I could go back, I
do believe, I’d stay right there, I never would leave

~ Rosanna Patton Martin
I am a long-time resident of Lane County for over 50 years. I have many
hobbies which include art, painting, poetry and music. One of my favorite
childhood memories while growing up in Gridley, California is climbing
up an olive tree where I could escape from the world with a good book.

W

e are water. We transform and are transformed. Eventually, we come full circle, barely recognizing ourselves. No specific piece of water makes a river; it all flows
together.
Groundwaters came into being after my mother, aka
stepmother, died in 2003. My father passed away more
than a decade before. There is much more to the story, and
there are stories within stories. But the point is, I did not
give myself permission to more fully express my creativity, to be and reveal myself, until my parents were out of
the picture.
In retrospect, I know they would have been highly supportive of the project. They would not have helped financially, yet they would have been proud and may have contributed. But I could not be myself around my family; I
simply tried to meet expectations as a daughter. My parents developed long-term health issues and needed some
assistance during those years, and that was the focus.
Groundwaters opened the door for my further development. It was a big step. However, I put so much into it,
it became my identity. And yet, though I encouraged others to be published, most of my writing did not fit within
the magazine’s parameters. It had developed a life of its
own.
Our separation in 2007 – which I instigated – was very
difficult for me, and I made it difficult for Pat Edwards in
particular and the whole staff. All the while, I recognized
that Pat was a Godsend and I was thankful Groundwaters
had the presence intended. It literally would not die just
because I could not continue. Pain from neck and spine
damage, menopause, too many concerns and commitments… combined for a perfect storm. I would not slow
down (and therefore wake up) until life intervened. I was
killing myself. A physical move and a big change in lifestyle
helped me reclaim my health. And, it was a lifesaver for
Groundwaters as well.
I’ve covered so much ground now, I can hardly relate
to the roles I once filled. I see the magazine with pure joy.
It was a work of spirit and it still is, like any of us. I created my own venue! Like other contributors, as inspired I
send submissions to Pat and all for their consideration,
and they decide what is best for their purposes. They are
doing a wonderful job in so many ways, it’s exciting to
follow. I’m in Heaven!
I’m free to write, more than ever. Who knows where it
all will go? I only know, where it goes, love flows. I’ve
come a long way to be reborn as myself. Groundwaters is
a reflection of that to me, and it is exceedingly beautiful.
May it deepen and widen and reflect many, many of us in
its long and graceful course.
October 2013
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Newly Published!

F

riend to Groundwaters, C. Steven Blue, has two new
books out recently. The first, S.O.S. (Songs of Sobriety,) is a book of poems dedicated to the experience of
addiction and recovery, based on Blue’s own journey
through drug and alcohol addiction and recovery. R.K.
Johnston calls it “Filled with poetic insight and wisdom.”
The second book of poetry is called Black Tights. This
book “dives into love, passion, erotica and heartache.” It
is a series of poetic vignettes. Blue calls it “young adult
romantic/erotic poetry.”
Both books are available for order from your favorite
bookstore, or from Blue’s website at www.wordsongs.com/
books.

PLACE AD FOR
POETRY
ANTHOLOGY
HERE

Two Lives for Giant Jack
Pumpkin: The Story of a Boy, a
Jack O'Lantern and a Pie
By Opal Powell
Groundwaters’ contributor, Opal Powell,
has just released her
children’s book, Two
Lives for Giant Jack
Pumpkin; The Story of
a Boy, a Jack O’Lan
tern and a Pie on
Amazon.com.The
book is also available

at Barnes and Noble.
Opal is a retired elementary school teacher – a gifted
one – from the Applegate Elementary School in Crow.
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The Man in the Cemetery
He stood on a hill above me
Gray slacks and a white top
Talking on a cell phone, his back to me–
He was about four graves above me.
I had been talking to my husband’s
and my daughter’s graves–
the first ones in the cemetery, by the driveway.
Back in my car and driving up the hill
I saw the man walking towards me.
I stopped and opened my window on right
And greeted him – he bent over–
He had black hair; a bit of stubble on his face–
Handsome – I would say so – and
the kind that shows character in his face.
He spoke to me and said, “I was visiting
my mother’s grave. She died a year ago –
But it doesn’t get easier.” I said,
“It will – it takes time.” Then I told him
I had been visiting my husband and daughter’s graves–
the first ones in the graveyard.
And I wondered why I said that–
Was it to share my own grief?
I asked his name and told him mine.
He said he was related to some people
who lived on Ferguson Road
in the area where I lived.
Since he was bending down to speak to me
it looked uncomfortable for him,
so I said goodbye
and drove up the one-way gravel road
that circles the area, and when I was
close to the exit, I saw him looking
at my family’s headstones.
That made me feel good–
I treasure that moment and will always
remember him and his name.
~ Dolly Ruth Smith

Stars
When the night is still and full of silence –
I can almost hear them.
Somewhere between yesterday’s echo
and the promise of tomorrow,
they are there.
Like a smile twinkling, they sparkle and shimmer.
The stars are shining so bright...
reminding me of you tonight!
~ Tim Hollingsworth

Questions You Might Ask of Autumn
Will you see the small creek covered
In a torrent of golden leaves,
Lavished upon with samaras,
Ritualized by the tongues of thirsty animals,
And think of disorder, or of artistry?
Will you look upon the brimming crab-apple tree,
Flush with forgotten sweetness,
Humming in an orb of light,
And remember when your life was
At its fullest, or loneliest?

Will you regret taking the path
Smelling of chilled blackberries and
Decaying deer carcass,
Tragic ache, and glorious longing
Catching your breath in the cool air,
And feel trapped by uncertainty,
Or humbled in its presence?
Will you surmise that the orange streak
Of a fallen Flicker feather,
Tinged black and dotted white like the night stars,
Gently concealed beneath the leaves,
Was left for you,
Or merely a coincidence?

Will you stand in awe at a
Forest of fir-trees rising to the sky,
Burgeoning with red vine-maples,
One-half shadowed dark and the
Other drenched in autumnal sunset,
And wonder if your soul is caught
Between two-worlds, or lost in one?

Will you do all this?See, Look,
Stand, Question,
Grieve, Measure,
Ponder, Regret,
and Surmise
That the moment
Of discovery,
Is the moment
Of question?

Will you question your love
As you walk along the road,
Stained by fallen elderberries and rosehips,
Madrone trees curving the hillside,
With satin trunks a flame in the sun,
And feel the answer is to let go,
Or hold on?

~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

Will you grieve while gathering wood on a hillside,
Splitting heavy pieces of oak and fir,
Rich with the fragrance of smoked ham,
The punctured veins of sap oozing freely,
Sweat stinging your eyes,
And discover time has healed you,
Or kept you in pain?
Will you measure your worth
As you bend low to uncover
Mushrooms beneath the leaves,
The feel of damp earth on your fingertips,
The fragrance of licorice wine permeating the forest,
And conclude that you are innately powerful,
Or hopelessly flawed?
Will you ponder your existence,
As you look upon the fallen leaves,
Brilliant yellows and emerald grass,
Like a trailing curtain of peacock feathers,
Meeting the arched blue neck of the sky,
And find puzzlement in the unknown,
Or a certainty in the depth of it?

Autumn Senses
And then, there comes
A day like today:
Where your heart beats to its fullest
In a golden paradise,
Where your veins map new territory
In the falling leaves,
And where every sunlit color
That meets your eyes
Tastes of peach, lemon
And nutmeg on your lips.
~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

October 2013
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The Old Men of the Locker Room
Sauna-dry heat.
Slapping wet feet on tile floors.
Steamy, running showers.
The men’s locker room.
It hasn’t been completely dry here for years.
They sit casually in one corner
half-dressed, half-naked old men, once
generals and plumbers
policemen and teachers
bankers and truck drivers.
Old growth trees of a climax forest
proud and sound yet knowing time is short.
They will tell you they come to work out
to keep their hearts strong
to lubricate old bones.
But like many men, they are not introspective or selfaware.
They come for the camaraderie of other men
and the remembrance of lost youth long sacrificed
for careers
for family
for expectations and obligations.
No longer chiseled young Adonises
their contours are soft and rounded
slumping shoulders
broad bellies
bodies worn away.
Young, stony mountains
eroded now to sloping hills and valleys.
They are comfortable here
enjoying the freedom of nakedness
without self-consciousness.
No longer subject to strutting and posing
to sly comparative glances
or the tyrannies of perfect uniforms
new work boots, or this year’s dress suit.
Just honorable old men
elegant and dignified
knowing finally that not every moment
is a mountain to climb
a crisis to meet
a challenge to win
They engage in quiet conversations
of good fishing holes
great vacations
and children’s careers.
They bask in the comfort of old tales
and of truths discovered too late,
enjoying the companionship of equals.

Unlike younger men, they are in no hurry to leave.
There are no “hot dates”
little league games,
or deadlines
They dress slowly, reluctantly
donning tattered uniforms
worn work boots
frayed coats and ties
And walk slowly out
to face those few obligations that yet remain.
...And looking forward to their next workout.

~ Marv Himmel

Freedom
Elusive, constrained, hidden,
freedom comes quietly,
not from a granting by others
or in crushing battles won
but from the grasping of moments.
Laughing when laughter bubbles,
crying when tears well within,
playing when pressure invades
and by loving most intently
when hatred surrounds.
The battle flags unfurled,
the full voice of bugles and drums.
the rhythmic march of a thousand feet,
these are the marks of failure
in a world gone mad in fear,
in misery, and misunderstanding
~ Gus Daum

Angelic Souls
She stood...
overlooking the precipice.
Wings of silk
upon her back
glistening in the early morning sun.
As he approached
she soared into
the clouds
beckoning him to join her;
combining two souls into one
yet
forever remaining
distinct.
~ Vallee Rose
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Readin’, ‘Ritin’, ‘Rithmetic and Remembrance
By Rachel Rich

A

t Sunnyside School, our education in the three R’s came
with extras. How many can say their entire school studied Marine Biology with older students teaching younger?
Afterward, kids and parents took a fieldtrip to the coast. As
we hunted specimens, the principal gave $5 to the first kid
to pull a sticky gumboot chitin off wet rocks. Such happy
memories as these helped tide me through difficult times.
Sunnyside Elementary, located south of Salem on Old
Highway 99E, served 75 students in three rooms with two
grades and one teacher apiece. The principal’s duties included fifth and sixth grade instruction. Together each room
studied English, Social Studies, Science, General Math,
Music and Recess. Next, we broke into groups by level, not
grade. The kitchen might be the venue for Algebra and story
problems, while the hallway sufficed for Geometry. Once
you mastered a level, you taught the others, thereby reinforcing everything you learned. The rewards of watching
the spark of understanding dawn in another’s eyes inspired
me to become a teacher.
Front and center in the fifth and sixth grade room sat a
stage, enticing us to write plays for English lessons. Besides practice in spelling, grammar and plot formation, plays
offered us a chance to pretend to be who we were not – not
to mention that bans were lifted against jeans, make-up and
high heels. To perform made-up rock songs, girls donned
holey jeans, t-shirts and beads. To tease their sisters, boys
borrowed their wigs, lipstick and swank dresses. We laughed
so hard, we couldn’t read our lines. Good times!
Still other plays ran to the serious. My friend, a fair
Indian maiden, planted her garden according to ancestral
tradition – on stage. First, she dropped paper fish in rows,
then sprinkled corn on top. Finally she pressed squash seeds
between, so vines could climb stalks. This portrayed a more
peaceful view of Native Americans than seen on TV or in
textbooks. Our plays avoided ridiculous stereotypes like nonstop warring or ‘Indian Givers,’ since most classmates were
real Indians or great-grandkids of pioneers.
Show-and-tell popped with local color. Hubbub erupted
when a boy kicked over a jar, releasing a Black Widow spider. From all our stomping, we sounded like a clog dancers’
convention. We shrieked as a baby rattlesnake escaped a
taped-up shoebox. One brave girl grabbed a ruler to fling
the critter out the window. Another classmate asked morning bus riders to sample a homemade product from a Mason jar. After the driver’s turn, I innocently took my sip...
the stuff tasted as awful as kerosene smells – which is probably why the jar remained almost full. Anyway, our teacher’s
jaw dropped when Larry proudly whipped out a sample of
his daddy’s trade, moonshine. But, Mr. McFetridge recovered lightning-quick. ‘Larry, why don’t we keep that jar behind my desk and give it to your daddy after school?’
Funny, afterward the sheriff inspected every family’s

barn and forest. How would he have reacted had he known
once a year I glugged Daddy’s and my homemade wine into
my thermos, popped it into my ‘Beatles’ lunch box and
packed it to school? My only concern was what went best
with my sandwich – white or red?
Speaking of hobbies, a violin teacher came once a week
to listen to six kids torture musical instruments. We squeaked
away on old-time hits, such as ‘Go Tell Aunt Rhody, The
Old Gray Goose is Dead.’ I bet some days she wished she
was dead! There was neither elbow room nor escape from
the din, because our concert hall consisted of a tiny library
the size of a walk-in closet. I bought my first violin with
money earned picking strawberries. In spite of such humble
beginnings, I went on to play violin for school orchestra,
college quartet, church and family reunions, a source of great
pleasure.
Besides music, the library provided its own history lessons. To write a report on John McLoughlin, I scanned the
shelves for his biography. What I found was a musty copy
so ancient it contained ‘plates’ instead of ‘photos.’ Then, lo
and behold, my grandmother’s signature stood out on the
yellowing library card! Fifty years earlier, Grandma Dorothy attended the same school and reported on the same
book. At least the teachers were new, though we couldn’t
be sure about one.
The building itself provided additional history lessons.
Out front stood a mysterious post with a metal ring, the
purpose of which we nagged out of our elders. One day, just
like in the good old days, my best friends rode their horse to
school in order to tie it up to the hitching post. No beast
ever received so much attention. All day long, we stared out
the window. Each of us needed to ‘use the restroom,’ but
instead, we slipped out to feed the steed crunchy carrots
and apples robbed from our lunches. By noon, we’d learned
nothing, were starving and the poor equine was chomping
at the bit from standing too long. The teacher said from
then on we were required to walk or ride the bus. Oh, horsefeathers!
Our three-room school also served as a meeting house
for Sunnyside’s rural community. There, Dad led PTA meetings, using his gifts as a construction worker to build a track
and covered gym. In the tiny kitchen, Mom taught 4-H cooking – which my friends still mention fondly. At Halloween,
the school stage was venue for community-wide costume
contests. I won 3rd place with an orange yarn wig and striped
clown pants. Mom, Kris and I popped garbage bags full of
buttery popcorn for old-time movie night. Parents staffed
noisy carnivals and tasty cake-walks. Families turned out
for picnics, three-legged races, fieldtrips and even astronomy
nights on the baseball diamond. Sunnyside School provided
a well-rounded education with unique touches and wonderful memories.
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The Long Take
(A chapter from his new book called, The Long Take)
By Mark Barbour

E

arl inched his dual-wheeled pickup through the jeering crowd – the truck was towing a flatbed trailer and
on that was a chainsaw so massive and mean-looking that
it needed to be chained down. Earl flashed a grin – a shining silver tooth gleamed as he flipped off the TV news
cameras. “Why don’t these hippies get a job?” he said to
Bud.
Bud sat in the passenger seat, staring straight ahead.
He looked like an old Grizzly – a big, solid man with gray
hair and a silver beard. He just shook his head. “They gotta
do what they do, and we gotta do what we do. It’s just how
the world works, Earl.” Bud ignored the crowd; his
thoughts drifted back to Florida with his daydreams of landing a marlin down in the Keys. He was going to spend the
rest of his retirement on a boat, drinking cold beer and
reeling in the life of Hemingway. He had already bought a
new rod and reel that could handle a blue-water fish, with
the money Willard advanced him for this job. And once
the job was done, he’d be set for a down-payment on a
boat and a condo in Florida.
Earl stuck his head out the window. “Why don’t you
lazy a...’s getta job?” He closed the window. “Washer broke
last winter. Damn credit card is full up. My wife’s been
washin’ the kids’ clothes in the bathtub for months. I finally get a chance to get my head above water and these
f...’s wanna take it away. They’re takin’ the food outta my
kid’s mouths.” The pickup followed the flashing lights of
the sheriff’s escort car past the forest entrance gate and
past the protesters where the sheriff pulled off, and they
continued up the narrow serpentine muddy ruts for another
mile.
They could still hear the crowd chanting in the distance as they got out of the pickup. “Bunch of college freaks
with nothin’ better to do.” Earl was still complaining as he
punched a wad of chew into his mouth. He turned his baseball cap baseball around backwards to get a clear view up
at the mammoth trees. “Woooo-weeee. Look at the size of
them trees! I ain’t never seen nothin’ like this before. You
used to cut trees like this? Bet they make one hell of a
crash… Kaaaaa Boooom!”
Bud stood at the edge of the forest. He was suddenly
filled with nostalgia and respect. “I haven’t seen anything
like this in many years.” He studied the massive trees with
a strange foreboding. He knew he didn’t belong here anymore. Trees like this were a tough job when he was forty
years younger. He flashed back to all of his close calls –
his broken left arm and right leg. But he was lucky – many
of his friends had come out of the woods crippled, or feet
first. He thought the last of these forests had been cut down
and sawn up decades ago – but these trees stood in magnificent denial of the inevitable power of progress. Standing in this forest was like standing in a time that had long
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passed away. At that moment, he realized that taking this
job was a mistake. He should have stayed retired.
He glanced at Earl – he knew that a kid like this had no
idea what it would take to get this job done. Nowadays,
loggers cut down toothpicks. They sit inside steel-reinforced cabs of big machines, pushing and pulling little levers that cut down and limb and buck the trees, all while
listening to their music in stereo. He didn’t resent their
comfort and safety – it’s just that they had no idea what
real logging once was. He took a deep breath and straightened his cap. “Let’s get to work, Earl – I need your good,
young eyes.” He grabbed the metal detector and headed
into the trees. The two of them spent the rest of the morning inspecting each of the trees for buried metal spikes –
vandalism that would snap their chain saw and send the
chain slashing through an arm or leg.
The state biologist found them up among the trees. He
tagged behind as they worked. When they were done, Bud
turned to the biologist. “Mister Ranger, I’m going to fall
the trees at an angle to the slope so I can limb and buck’em
up without having them roll on top of me. That’s the most
dangerous part of this operation.”
The biologist pulled out a printed map of the harvest
unit showing the trees to be taken out, with color dots for
the places with rare and unique plants he wanted to preserve. Bud just started laughing. “Son, you’ve never seen
an operation like this, have you? Give me your pen.” Bud
grabbed the map and pointed to the trees labeled for harvest. “To begin with, each of these trees are gonna come
down, taking out everything for forty feet on either side.”
He blacked out a swath two-hundred-feet long and fortyfeet wide for each of the trees. That alone took out most of
the dots for the plants they wanted to save. “Next, we have
to buck the trees into lengths to fit on a log truck and then
drag the sections down the hill one piece at a time. Now,
each of those lengths will dig a trench through the topsoil
ten feet wide and two feet deep.” He blacked out more
swaths that took out the rest of the plants. “Now, the trees
at the top are gonna have to come down through the lower
section so that the entire lower half of the unit will be
scoured two or three times over. Not to mention three feet
of limbs and debris left behind.” He blacked out the entire
map twice over and handed it back. “Get the picture? By
the time we’re done, this hill will look like a damn DMZ.”
The state biologist knew he was on the wrong side of
the fence. But the fact remained – this harvest had been
approved, regardless of the damage it would cause. This
was about jobs, not preservation. Most likely, the winter’s
rains would wash the soil down to bare rock, just as the
hydrologists had predicted, and send mud and debris sliding all the way to the ocean.

Earl and Bud headed to the truck for the chainsaw. It
was a mammoth piece of arcane logging history with a
twenty-five foot chain blade spun by the engine off a ‘52
Harley. It took two big men just to carry it. For huge trees
like these, it was fast and dangerous. Bud reminded himself of his cardinal rule – he called it his ‘Three-Strikes
Rule.’ He knew survival in the woods wasn’t just fate, it
was playing the odds too. If three things go wrong, then
it’s time to call it a day and count your blessings, he reminded himself. He’d seen it too many times – when things
go wrong, people get in a hurry to make up time. And getting into a hurry on a job like this is a shortcut to the morgue.
*****
Erin opened her box of brushes and paints. She had no
intention of allowing Van Gogh onto this canvas, though
she followed the same path toward the vastness of her unconscious. She set her destination, as she meditated in the
bay of her dormer window, gazing into the forest. Her
grandma was part of that forest in both spirit and form.
She had carried out her grandma’s wishes…
It was on a still summer morning and the last stars
were fading into the twilight when the van arrived. The
ground crew unrolled the huge yellow and orange starburst
that would carry her aloft over the forest. The balloon
wiggled and flapped as large noisy fans pushed air into the
balloon – the thing looked impossibly awkward lying on
its side, like a novelty of nineteenth-century flight. But
soon the huge gas burners shot yellow and blue flames,
transforming the awkward beast, raising it up like an elephant struggling to its feet. Fully inflated with hot air, it
was gracefully transformed, levitating in perfect symmetry. The ground crew held onto ropes to keep it from floating into its natural element. Erin climbed into the basket
with the small cedar box that held her grandma’s ashes.
The pilot pulled a lever – the gas burners roared, shooting
flames into the belly of the huge balloon. The crew let go
of the tethers and she and the pilot were lifted effortlessly
into the orange dawn light. The pilot shut the burners off
and they continued rising – silently, peacefully.
They floated past her house and gardens, and over the
forest, looking down on the forest’s tallest trees – an invisible river of air carried them up the butte. Erin opened the
box. There lay the gray ash and small pieces of bone that
had once been her grandma. This, all that was left of her
body, would soon feed the forest she loved – the forest
that her husband had bought for her, the forest where her
distant ancestors had found shelter, food and spirit. She
held the box out at arm’s length, and then gently turned it
upside down. Ash drifted down into the boughs of the tallest trees, and her bones softly vanished into the bushes far
below. Her grandma would be resurrected – she would
become the forest she loved.
*****
“Now here’s how it works, Earl – when the tree starts
to go, I will yell GO! Drop the saw and get the hell out of
the way! Don’t panic and take off before I say and don’t

dare dawdle to watch the tree. Just run like hell straight up
the hill. I’ve seen these trees get caught up on their way
down and fly sideways fifty-feet in a split second.”
He kicked down on the starter lever several times. Finally, the engine sputtered, then revved into a smooth and
deep roar of a Harley engine. Bud opened up the throttle,
and it roared ominously through the still afternoon air, and
then backfired three times, like Lee Harvey Oswald’s rifle
shots. The engine settled into a steady, growling idle. They
hoisted the saw into position and revved it up to a deep
roar, sinking the blade into the first tree. The engine lugged
down as it ripped through the bark and into the wood beneath. Then it was suddenly silent. Bud cursed. “Damn.
The chain has bound up. It looks like the chain tension is
set too loose.” He sent Earl back to the truck for the toolbox.
He worked with a wrench and screwdriver for half an hour
to set it right. He glanced at his watch to see how much
day they had left. “Strike one,” he muttered to himself.
*****
Erin lifted the heavy lid of the old trunk – the hinges
groaned with macabre parody. “Maybe you do have a sense
of humor,” she said, smiling as she peered into the dark,
vacuous eyes of the Raven mask. She reminded herself of
her intention to use the benevolent power of the mask to
save the forest. Still, as she picked it up, she was apprehensive of what the mask’s power might do. She trusted in
the compassionate power of the Raven. She trusted that
the forest would be saved, and no one would be harmed.
She stood in front of the mirror, looked into her eyes, then
raised the mask to her face and became the Raven. Her
intention was clear – saving the forest without malice toward anyone. With the mask secured over her head, she
stood before the blank canvas. The first strokes of her brush
created the outline of the Raven.
*****
Earl smelled it first – the leaking gasoline. Bud found
the feed line from the gas tank to the carburetor was cracked
and pouring fuel onto the hot manifold. Bud knew the thing
could have blown up in their faces had they continued with
the cut. “Go get the gas can and there’s some spare gas
line in the back of the pickup.” He didn’t look at Earl. He
didn’t want Earl to see the concern in his eyes. There’s
something strange about this place. He drained the gas
from the tank, made up a new gas line, installed it and
refilled the gas tank. He didn’t like the way it was so warm,
still, and the sky was quickly darkening with clouds. Even
the crows had stopped their constant cawing. He glanced
at his watch. “Strike two.”
*****
The form of the Raven materialized on the canvas as
Erin painted her intention into the image. She was painting on canvas in this moment, while experiencing the morning on the ledge as she struggled with the dark form. She
was both terrified and fascinated with what she was painting. Form followed evocation onto the canvas.
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*****
The bright afternoon sky was turning into twilight beneath the spreading black wings of a massive thunder cell.
The air was lead heavy. Bud started the chainsaw, revved
it up and wood chips spewed from the giant blade. The
saw sank into the tree with a swift efficiency that would
bring the first tree crashing down.
Strike three came spiraling down the tree as white hot
plasma – a billion volts and a million amps sent from heaven
to earth. Thunder shook the forest, Erin’s house rattled,
the sheriff jumped into his car under the sudden downpour, the protesters huddled together like frightened sheep,
the bell tower in Aldrich Hall shook. The chainsaw was
instantly and permanently welded into the tree – a single
mass of steel warped into a mischievous metallic grin.
*****
The Raven rose from the canvas, spreading its wings
in graceful flight through the opened window and into the
steady rain. Erin watched it fly to the forest and disappear
into the trees. She carefully removed the mask from her
face, then placed the Raven mask back in the cedar chest
and closed the heavy lid.
*****
Bud was knocked into the middle of next week, and
when he came to, he thanked his lucky stars and headed
for Florida. Earl spent three days in a coma, then awoke,
fully recovered, and found out he was now a rich man
thanks to Willard’s liability insurance.
The cutting was postponed. Willard frantically called
up a small army of fallers to cut down the forest giants.
But this time the sheriff was not leading the fallers up to
the forest – he blocked their path with a restraining order
that put a halt to the timber harvest.
Mark grew up and now lives in the Pacific Northwest where he gained
his love for the outdoors and the natural world. He has a degree in
physics – having worked in astronomy, briefly in oceanography and in
corporate R&D for a major computer and printer manufacturer. He
is an avid reader who enjoys diverse writings from Vonnegut to Durrell
to Ram Dass. Mark has studied creative writing at Oregon State
University. ‘The Long Take’ is his first novel.

Housewarming
Let’s begin with a lie
you and
nothing else mattered
in this luminous house
tinged
by your demise.
Every corner a statue rug
lamp a chair there. Postcards
old photographs
of a cat lapping water
at a trough
with a pink tongue.
My day will come
frozen smiles will burn
to ash a heap of half-filled
notebooks letters
tinged with longing
business cards.
The only certainty:
a collected life gathers itself,
scatters like seed.
~ Adele Berlinski
Adele Berlinski lives and writes in Eugene where she tries, unsuccessfully,
to stay out of the bakeries.

Forget the Color of Your Skin
The color of my skin is black~
Hope I’m strong enough for that~
The color of my skin is red~
We vowed for peace, found war instead~
A tinge of yellow in my skin~
Will you try to be my friend~
The color of my skin is brown~
Treat me right, don’t run me down~
The color of my skin is white~
Because I’m white, doesn’t make me right~
We all must run this human race~
Despite the color of our face~
Together we must face the facts~
With high tech ways or simple acts~
So find goodwill and peace within~
Forget the color of your skin~
~ Dana Graves
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My First Loggin’ Job
By Michael J. “Hoss” Barker
(My first real loggin’ job is one of those things a guy just don’t like talking about a whole lot.)

B

eing somewhat impatient in my younger days, I had
decided that I would forego the time-honored tradition of working my way up the ranks and just start running
equipment right from the git-go. The way I saw it, a skidder
was just like a tractor… only different.
I’d been around, on and underneath tractors since I
was 12 years old and had a good deal of experience on
them. I worked with them every summer all through my
tenure at Junction City and
North Eugene High Schools,
so a skidder shouldn’t-outta
be that hard.
I took the plunge and
started in on the Help-Wanted section of
the Register-Guard, looking under “Logging Jobs.” There must have been 20 of
them, as this was in 1975 – maybe ‘74 –
and it was boom-time for the timber and
mill industries. I’d tried the sawmills, but
you had to be in the same place all day,
every day, and eat lunch indoors with a
bunch of meatheads every day.
It looked like I would have to tell a “little white
lie” or two in order to get on as a skidder operator, as all
the ads were asking for experienced men only. So I did
what I had to do and secured my position as “skidder operator” over the phone. I don’t think I slept at all that night.
I met the crummy at 5:00 a.m. and off to the woods we
headed. I don’t think any of them saw how young I was at
that time, as it was dark and they were all hung-over and
the crummy smelled like a cheap bar-room carpet.
Eventually we arrived at the landing and the long wait
was over… it was Showtime. I strutted over to the skidder
to check the oil and water and show the crew what an oldhand I was and failed miserably.
I finally found myself in the cab of a vintage “Timber
Jack” skidder and something didn’t feel quite right. There
was no steering wheel. I hadn’t anticipated this. What in
the Hell-kind-of-a machine doesn’t have a dadgum steering wheel?… Lordy Lordy! Details like that would have
to wait, though. I had to get ‘er started and warmed up and
collect my shattered thoughts.
I got ‘er started without too much embarrassment and
off she went like it was on full automatic pilot – I was just
along for the ride! I found myself in a state of pure panic
and not so much as a clue as to how to steer or, more importantly, stop the damn thing!
All of a sudden, I had become very popular with the
rest of the crew. You could say that I had their undivided

attention as I side-swiped the crummy, ran over everyone’s
lunch and two chainsaws on my way to demolish the fuel
cache which consisted of three 55-gallon drums of diesel.
One of them ruptured right off the bat and the other two
took a little roll down the hill. By this time there were tin
hats flying around like Frisbees and every one running
around yelling and screaming and more hub-bub than I
have ever heard – and it was
all for me!
Wouldn’t you know it!
Right when it looked like I was
headed off in a safe direction,
she hit a small stump and reset her course right for the selfloader that served as the loading rig with
the owner up on top in the “roost.” At this
juncture, he was oblivious to what had just
happened to his logging outfit as he had
his back to the melee while he was loading out trucks. A few seconds before impact, he turned and saw the runaway
skidder heading straight for him!
He instantly let go of the controls and held
on for dear life. Lucky for him – and me, too, I
suppose – it was a glancing blow and he just sort of slid
down as opposed to being knocked right off the damn thing!
The out-of-control machine scraped down the side of the
loader and hit an out-rigger and stopped it dead in its tracks,
killing the engine none too soon. My worst nightmare was
materializing right before my very eyes. I was practically
frozen with terror and had a whole crew of burly PO’d
loggers bearing down on me fast. Things weren’t working out quite as I had planned!
I won’t put in print a lot of the things I was called that
morning; I doubt that I’ll ever forget them either! After
removing me from the cab of the skidder and doing a little
damage control, the Boss Man had me set chokers behind
a Cat for the rest of the day with no gloves or rain-gear
and, of course, no lunch, as I had run over all of them!
When we finally arrived back at the crummy-stop the
owner reached under his pickup seat and pulled out a
checkbook and paid me $40 – $5 an hour – and informed
me he was sorry, but he just couldn’t afford to keep guys
like me around. I could see his point!
With my confidence shattered, I headed home to face
the music and the “I told you so’s from the Little Woman.
But, being young and resilient, I was back to my cockyself in no time and would later become a very good skidder
operator, cat skinner and all-around logger. I certainly
learned a valuable lesson in the process, too… start out at
the bottom and work your way up!

“I won’t put in print a lot of the things
I was called that morning; I doubt
that I’ll ever forget them either!”
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Sunsets
By Evelyn Searle Hess

T

he last glow of sun splashes puddles of orange and
purple sky that shimmer through tree trunks at my inlaws’ place on Hood Canal. The canal’s milky sheen shifts
to shades of pink, and beyond the water, jagged blue of the
Olympic Mountains edge the scene. As the colors begin to
fade, clouds part, exposing the highest peaks just in time
for their snowfields to be brushed with the palest pink. I
drink in the color, feeling fuller and fuller. And then it is
gone.
There is a sadness in the fading lights of a sunset. This
Solstice Day has been as lovely as the first day of summer
by rights ought to be, but now, as our part of the world
turns its back on the sun, it leaves us with only its memory.
My husband David and I are here on the canal to empty
my in-laws’ house—where neither of David’s parents have
lived for years—to help get the house ready to sell. We
look and sort, admire and assign: the bed with the turned
spindles goes to Celina, the French Provincial dresser to
Erika, the old hand-bell that used to sit by the fireplace, to
Jeff. We are emptying the house we helped build one summer when Erika was a toddler and Jeff still in a playpen,
one summer some fifty-plus years ago. I think of that summer, and summers after: our children running down the
driveway hill to surprise their grandparents before our old
Datsun or VW Beetle announced our arrival; all of us picking our way down the steep precarious bank to the beach
to gather oysters for breakfast; later, the thrill of descending in the neighbor’s outdoor elevator, to deposit us farther up the same beach. As I look out the window, I remember Grammy’s little poodle Tinker Bell, sitting on a
daybed bought just for her, looking out this same window
toward the water like those wives who pace their widow’s
walks, waiting for their fisher-husbands to come home. In
this house and view lie a half-century of memories.
But it is not only memories that fill the house, and of
the more solid things, we must decide what to bring home
and what to do with the rest. I have my eye on a chest,
hand-hewn by David’s great-grandfather, William, to carry
supplies on the long wagon trip from Kentucky to Oregon.
In September 1867, their wagon rumbling over mountain
rocks and racing the early snows, William’s wife Priscilla
gave birth to a baby boy who they named Samuel Barlow
in honor of his birth on Barlow Pass, a gap on the south
slope of Mt Hood. This Samuel Barlow eventually fathered
Ray, the father of my husband.
I admire a grand piano, bought for the brother of my
mother-in-law’s father. The brother was a storybook boy,
not only talented but good, and beloved by all. And like
many such storybook boys, he died young, devastating his
family and friends. The piano needs some repair, but its
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tone is magnificent. I look at it longingly: I’d love to have
a piano. But I’d have to build an addition on the house to
have this one.
Our grandson-in-law, Geoffrey, spots a 30-inch-diameter round saw blade hanging on the garage wall. David
explains that it was the blade of a towable community wood
saw, its body made out of old car parts. The men turned a
crank to start its four-cylinder Star engine. David remembers that the radiator leaked, and you had to keep a hose in
the top of it, running at a trickle. We go on looking, sorting, remembering.
Joining us here is our old granddog, Homer. When
Homer first came to our son’s house, seventeen or more
years ago, he was a dark-eyed bundle of wrinkles, the abandoned pup bred of Shar-pei and Anatolian Shepherd parents. He has been with us on and off through his long life,
but now, that life is nearing its end. The sweet old boy
spends most of the time on his bed, his staccato bark informing us when he needs help getting up for fluid exchange—to drink or to pee—or when either of us strays
too far from the flock for this shepherd’s comfort. His gait
is stiff and wobbly, his rear end sometimes collapsing, and
when he falls down, he often can’t get back up. But his
spirit remains strong. If he can manage it, he’ll be right
behind us as we go about our work. Sometimes, disdaining help, he even succeeds getting his failing frame up and
down the low stairs, and I can almost hear a two-yearold’s “do it myself!” One night, body and spirit colluded
to take him on an adventure that scared the bejabbers out
of us when we couldn’t find him, with David eventually
picking him up at the local Humane Society. But mostly
he sleeps, eating little besides a bit of soup, unless someone scares up some chicken fat. It’s clear his life is fading,
but it’s been a good life and one that has given us great
pleasure.
Kathryn, my mother-in-law, would have still been fifty
that summer when David and I and our little ones came to
help on the house, her August birthday a month or more
away. David’s dad would have recently become fifty-three.
He built the house with the care and precision expected of
his engineer’s nature, and boasted a full and active shop
and a garden with broccoli as big as your head. But little
more than a decade later, he would be gone, felled by a
heart attack as he was getting the mail, with only Tinker
Bell to deliver the message back home.
Now it is early July 2013, and in a little over a month
David’s mother will be 103. She left the house for an apartment at a senior center less than twenty years ago, but
stayed active physically and mentally. After a couple of
recent frightening falls, she consented to using a walker,

though initially she fought the idea, proud of her independence. Her appetite is small now. Dinner consists mostly
of a cup of soup, though she does still enjoy her desserts.
Both her sight and her hearing are poor, but her memory
remains sharp. Over a century of living makes for volumes
of wonderful stories, and she tells them with gusto and
with love.
As I sort through things in the house, I look for those
stories. Here is Kathryn’s hope chest; here are pictures of
the tent house where they spent the first year of their marriage, when Ray was working on Crater Lake’s Rim Road.
Here is a picture of Kathryn’s great-Aunt Clara, a story by
herself. In 1900 Clara Barck (later Clara Barck Welles)
founded Chicago’s Kalo Silversmith Shop, a business lasting seventy years. The Kalo Shop was a leader in the Arts
and Crafts Movement and probably the most important
silver company producing handcrafted work in the Midwest. As impressive to me as the quality of the work and
the success of her business, was her advocacy for women’s
participation in the arts. She began the business with six
other women, all design graduates of the Chicago Art Institute, and continued to support women artists throughout Kalo Shop’s long life; this in a time when few women
were active independently, but rather were defined only
by the men in their lives.
Then, taking my mind away from the impressive New
Women of the early 1900s, I come upon David’s
grandfather’s mustache cup, a pretty white china cup decorated with purple iris and white pansies, and embellished
inside with horizontal china batwings, a guard to protect
his mustache from the sloshing liquids.
I want to hang on a little longer to the colors of the
sunset, to Granddad Hess and Boppa’s Aunt Clara and
Tinker Bell, to learn these stories and make the house’s
memories my own. Among these things are people I have
known and loved, and people I have never known. And in
our little troupe of workers are some of those I love today,
both human and canine. Together we work, enjoying the
moment, looking back on yesterday. Looking back on years
lived, lives touched and setting suns.
It has been a lovely day.

Attitude of Gratitude
Are you thankful each day as you walk through this life
For your friends, your children, your husband or wife?
Do you work every day? Are you more than able
To provide for your family and put food on the table?
Do you drive a nice car? Can you afford a full tank?
Do you have enough money in your account at the
bank?
Do you live in a nice house? Is it cozy and warm?
If something should happen, could you weather the
storm?
Can you pay for your medicine, do you have that assurance?
Are you lucky to have some good health insurance?
Can your kids go to college while you help pay the bill?
Have you saved for retirement when you’re over the hill?
When you read these questions do you answer, “Yes?”
Do you take it for granted how much you’ve been
blessed?
It’s okay to admit it; it’s what we all do
But now is the season when we say “Thank You”
Take a moment to be grateful for how you’ve been
blessed,
Then let your heart turn to those who have less
It’s the holiday season; it’s that time of year
Do you have a moment to show others you care?
Times are hard, there are many in need
Many people these days could use a good deed
They are easy to find if you just look around
Maybe your neighbor or someone in your town
Canned goods or a turkey, or a financial donation
Can make all the difference in some situations
It doesn’t take much to change someone’s life.
What if it was your children, husband, or wife?
When you give from the heart it’s certain you’ll find
Good things will come back to you for being so kind
May this holiday season bring you lots of good cheer
And may we be thankful all through the year.

~ Kala Cota
I live in my hometown ofVernonia, Oregon, with my high school sweetheart,
who I married two years after graduation (we actually went to
Kindergarten together. )We have two grown children and a new, beautiful
granddaughter,Avery, who I can’t quit writing poems about. I have been
teaching preschool in my home for the last 25 years, so I keep very busy
keeping my house, yard and everything organized! I enjoy telling stories
in rhyme, in fact I think in rhyme a lot, which can be very annoying and
usually requires a few minutes spent at the computer to get it on paper
and out of my head.Writing poems is definitely my creative outlet and
therapy at times.
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Consciousness

Waiting for Dawn

I breathe,
Slowly, deeply.
seeking the calm within
focus only on my breath
to quiet the world outside.

Wisps of cloud
Veil the moon
Palm fronds dance
To an east wind’s tune.
Wanderers stumble
In the icy night
Gaze with wonder
At a blaze of light,
That arcs toward
A stable crude and bare
Marking men
Who kneel in prayer.

As I breathe,
the life forces of the universe
rush to fill my body with oxygen
and refresh my heart’s fluids.
I breathe,
known scents cross my mind,
lover’s perfume that lures anew,
the bouquet from a garden’s flowers,
tantalizing aroma of fresh baked bread,
new-mown grass toasting in the sun.

~ j.m. mirich

Muséu Du Louvre

Remembered soothing sounds,
breezes whispering through trees,
chirps from morning birds,
the soft hum of tires on well-paved roads,
and small children laughing at play.
The breathing brings soothing calm,
with acceptance of the trials of life,
in right balance with all life’s good—
if I but remember.
~ Gus Daum

A Bit of a Plight
From my mind they set out in perfect step,
Marching precision in ordered array.
Onward and handward, they go left, right, left.
Never go mouthward. Yeah, that’d be the day!
Wait! There is call for an apt word! Go! Speak!
Quick! To the mouth! Lest you speechless seem weak!
It’s too late, words pile up! Make trembling hands
Few words are knocking ‘bout there in my heart,
Some words run free through me! So hard to stand.
Only slow, lamest words stumble to start.
Total wreck... What the heck? Where is my will?
It’s safe and sound; it’s done run for the hills.
You who are strong of words, judge not the weak:
Speaking up isn’t tough... when you can speak.
~ Kristen Hendricks
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Fingerprints echoing in the darkness
Slide fingers down the gold handrail
Muséu Du Louvre
Sitting on marble stairs
The tiny cubby hole of an office
David Biespiel
Tucked behind the trees
Obscure view
Memorial Union Veranda
Sense of beginning
Returning to the place I squished my toes
In concrete mud images
Yoga
Sujita
Echoes reminisce voices
do the telling
Paris cafés not the only place
For imagining once again
Remind me again David about the art
In a poem
How to find my way
Through the red wheelbarrows and the
White chickens in the rain
Taken back misour si vú play
Will you please move off the stairs
Rain, the sestina I revised six times
Tiempo ir
Thanks and may God bless your day!
~ Palmer Vilagi

We Only Have Today
We only have today
So say what needs to be said
Don’t go away with words unsaid
Don’t slam the door in hate
Don’t let opportunity evaporate
Because
We only have today

Holding Hands
When I was young, a long time ago
You walked with me nice and slow
You held my hand to keep me safe
And made your steps small to suit my pace
Now it’s my turn to do that for you
I hold your hand, it’s the least I can do
I walk with you up and down these halls
To keep you from stumbling and taking a fall

Is there someone on your mind?
You need to find the time
To give them a call
Let them know you miss them so
And hope to see them soon

You squeeze my hand and smile at me
I squeeze yours back just as gently
You don’t know my name, but that’s okay
Little by little your memory’s slipping away

If there’s any misunderstanding
Or lingering regret,
Don’t be too proud to admit
Because
We only have today

We’re on a journey, we didn’t choose
I realize each day how much we have to lose
You’re slowly traveling back in time
I’m watching your life slowly unwind

We always think there’s
Always tomorrow
But wouldn’t it be a shame
If you realized that you’re stuck
With remorse?
All the words are silenced
Leaving you longing to have
Yesterday once again

Your memories are fading, but I’m still here
Though I know in a short time I’ll disappear
I’ll be erased, no matter how tight I hang on
You’re grip will grow weak, but I’ll remain strong
I’ll hold your hand, I’ll keep you safe
I’ll keep my steps small to suit your pace
No matter what happens we’ll walk side by side
We’ll travel together this long good-bye.

We only have today
Live life to the fullest
Did you see the sky and
Was it blue?
Did you tell those
You care most
Good morning, and I love you
Did you leave with warm words
Hug them and tell them
Goodbye because
We only have today!

~ Kala Cota

~ Katherine Geller

O Come
To learn more about our returning contributors, check out their webpages on
the Groundwaters website at:

Glittering star strings
Illumine the velvet night.
Babe’s cries pierce heaven.
~ j.m. mirich

http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com
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It’s True... You Can’t Go Home Again
By Norm Maxwell

I

rode my big motorcycle over to Svarverud Road to subdue the blackberries in the driveway today. Everything
was overgrown. You could not even see the red 1959 Paramount mo-beel home through the summer foliage. I unstrapped my brush hook and loppers from the luggage rack
and swung the keen blade through the berry vines.
As I lopped the vine maple encroaching over the driveway for a while, I noticed the pump-house door was open.
The unpainted plywood pump house was about midway
between Svarverud Road and the old red trailer. I went to
close the door and noticed the pressure tank was missing.
Not a huge surprise. Nobody had lived here for years –
this century, even.
I remember moving into the red trailer in 1964. It was
sited on Wallace Road near Jasper then. Mom and Dad
were teachers and I was ten-years-old. The previous owners had built a house on the hill
and were done living in the 10' x 55'
box. Its two-inch walls were paneled
with real cherry.
Mom was pregnant with my
brother and he was born in Eugene at
Sacred Heart in the spring of ‘65. We
moved from Jasper to Walterville. The
red trailer’s ass-end dragged on the grassy slope
as it was towed to its new home and the white tin trim
ripped loose in back.
Soon, Mom wanted to go back to teaching and so she
convinced her mother, my Gramma Emma Jean, to live
with us and look after Ben. They bought a camp trailer for
her to sleep in and parked it next to the 1959 Paramount. I
rode the bus to Leaburg where Thurston’s two fourth grades
were at that time. I was put in the dim-watt-bulb class and
then moved to the 60-watt class when it was discovered I
read at high school-level. The building where the school
was held is still there – now it’s a community center by the
new fire station.
I remember walking the half-mile from the red trailer
to the old Walterville Market at the crossroads to buy
Gramma quarts of Burgie beer – no fuss no muss. She
would call ahead. The old beer store is a feed and seed
now.
I did fifth and sixth grade in Thurston and it was 1967
– time to move again. We crummed up in the 1960 VW
camp-mobile and waited for the red trailer to follow, hitched
to the back of a small semi-tractor. We waited at the bridge
across the McKenzie... and waited. Seems the red trailer
had shed a couple of its six wheels. Dad dealt with it.
Eventually, the driver left the Paramount parked in a wide
spot alongside gravel Svarverud Road – it used to be called
Old McBeth Road.
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Dad had bought 2-‘anna-half’ cut-over acres almost at
the very end of the road for $5K. Mr. Svarverud bladed a
slash in the side of the hill with his Cat and towed the red
trailer into position behind the D-6. We lived in the old
Twin Oaks School across McBeth Road from the Spencer
Creek Grange while Dad hooked up the water and electricity and so forth. It was summer time and Dad (my stepdad, actually) wasn’t teaching Remedial Reading at
Woodrow Wilson High in Eugene. There was a derelict
Texaco station on Lorane Highway, an underhanded stone’s
throw from the grange.
Mom and Dad adopted a little girl from the Waverly
Baby Home in Portland. I was displaced from the closetsized second bedroom in the Paramount to the yellow Aloha
camp trailer, now sort of parked in the driveway. Gramma
Emma Jean had moved on. The camp trailer smelled of
cigarettes and cheap beer from that day forward.
I played in the woods and fields surrounding the red trailer and built a tree house of
scavenged lumber and used nails up on the
hill. It was incredibly high. The whole
two-anna-half acres was lousy with poison oak, but I didn’t get it... still
don’t. I was admonished to stay
away from the
Hansen farm at the end of the road
as the woman renter there liked to garden nude. Looking
back on it, I think she may have been a hippy.
I attended seventh grade at John F. Kennedy Middle
School the year it opened. It was familiar territory because
I had gone to third grade at Bailey Hill next door. On nice
days, I would walk the five miles home over Bailey Hill. I
shared a typing class with a girl who would later ride a
rocket-propelled career past me in the Bureau (BLM).
In 1968, it was time to move again, this time to Astoria.
Dad rented the red trailer out to a succession of grad students and hippies and such. I didn’t see the red trailer again
until the mid-1970s when I was home from the Army. The
folks had been divorced for years. It was no longer at the
end of the road. A developer had managed to cut up the old
Hansen farm into a housing development.
I culled around in Ashland until 1984 when I decided
to waste the last of my GI bill studying journalism at the U
of O. I called my stepdad and he told me to go ahead and
move in to the red trailer as the place had been vacant for
years. I transported my pitiful worldly goods in a 1950
Dodge pickup and a Ford Falcon. My cat, Maxwell,
watched the last of the stuff going from the duplex in Talent into the car and sat on the hood in the rain. He made a
relieved sound when I stuck him in the old Falcon and
drove away.
It was raining when we arrived at Svarverud Road.

Maxwell loved the woods. I wasted time in college and
then got a temp job with BLM. Much to everybody’s surprise, I shattered the temp barrier after being rubberstamped NOT TO BE REHIRED.
I limbed the trees that were left from the logging in
1960. My tree house was still there, but had somehow
shrunk so that it was only a couple feet over my head. I
free-climbed as high as 70 feet and cut the limbs with a
bow saw on my way down. It gave more light to the northern exposure hillside. Maxwell would climb a wooden ladder and sleep on the shady roof on warm summer days. I
found my old high-chair in the white shed. My brother and
sister had used it, too. I passed it on.
I burned the four- and five-foot-diameter stumps in the
winter. The fire followed the pitchy fir roots into the earth
and smoke drifted out of the ground for months. If you
look hard, you can see where the trees had their tops broken in the 1962 Columbus Day Storm. There are slight
sways about thirty-feet up the boles of the firs. Some of
them are three-feet at the butt now. I hired a backhoe operator and had a huge amphitheater cut in the side of the
hill with an eye towards building a house there.
Like Pipi Longstockings with her horse, I lifted my
BSA motorcycle in and out of the “temporary” white shed.
Dad built the shed in Walterville and it moved with us. I
cut the nails with a hacksaw so I could remove/replace
one of the 4' x 8' end panels.
One day, about 1990, as I was riding my BSA to the
salt mines on Pearl St, I was surprised to see that the old
Twin Oaks School had burned to the ground during the
night. I reflected on the happy summer months I had spent
there way back when.
I got married in 1993 and moved to Lorane. My sister
tried living in the red trailer, but didn’t like it. It was colder
than charity in the winter. Dad rented it out once or twice
but it stood vacant most of the time.
Looking at the ripped-off pump house, I sighed, walked
to the old red trailer and saw the doors had been forced
open and the wretched 1959 Nash Kelvinator fridge had
been stolen as had the sinks, copper tubing, hot water heater
and God-knows what else. I had a flash of my brother
bouncing in his Johnny Jump-up swing in the hall 45 years
ago.
I was sad. The 1959 Paramount is over half-a-century
old. It lies like a dead whale in the woods. It cannot be
removed intact and will have to be dismantled in place. It
is time to recycle and build something new. The trees are
huge and need to be harvested. The wind can blow them to
hit at least two neighbors’ houses. I can still plant, thin and
prune at least one more cycle. Nature abhors a vacuum
and tweakers did thousands of dollars’ worth of damage
for maybe a hundred dollars’ worth of scrap. The door
won’t latch as I try to close it.
I strap my tools on the back of my bike and start the
engine. It’s true... you can’t go home again.

meridians
driving up Highway 99
past Porky’s Palace BBQ Cafe
and the old Dunkin Donut shop
where I stopped for coffee
at three in the morning
after dropping you off
at the rehab intake center
under the freeway
on Washington Street
they gave you a cell
with a blanket and vomit
on the floor
and the guy said you could
have all the chicken soup
you wanted, but having
chicken soup in a cell
with vomit on the floor
was the last thing you
were thinking about.
leaving there I passed a cross
on the side of the road
near our place with silk flowers
and an Oregon Duck’s football
t-shirt draped over it.
I don’t know how that kid
walking down Clear Lake Road
got hit by a car,
but he did
and somebody out there
misses him real bad.
further up on the same
side of the road
is a wreath on a fence
and some flowers
for the grandmother killed
in a head-on by a junkie
noddin out in his car
in the middle of the afternoon,
and somebody out there
misses her real bad too.
all these lives strung together
like love beads on meridians of grief
and sorrow and loss
that we carry with us
to remember the missing
parts of ourselves.
~ Kevin Delay
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The Up-Side of Down
(continued from “Opal’s Opera” in the Summer 2013 issue...)
By Opal Powell

B

y the year following the closing of “Opal’s Opera,”
many of my most dramatic lines were spoken into the
telephone. I knew how to agonize over a hit song our
family’s static-plagued radio couldn’t pick up. Occasionally I’d call upon my acting ability when trying to convince a teacher that an incorrect answer wasn’t really one
hundred percent wrong, and I deserved a higher grade.
A second summer came and went, and then a
third.
I found a part-time job. I had money for a
new sweater and a pencil-thin skirt, so long it
barely skimmed my imitation, white-buck shoes.
The new clothes were hung in my closet to
await the start of school. Then, my universe made
another jolt of adjustment. Bob Caldwell, the
nephew of the next-door neighbors, came back to
town to live with them during the upcoming school
year.
Bob’s Aunt Catherine called my mother. Bob
wanted to “ask me out.” He wanted me to “go
on a date.” I had no true “date” concept. I knew
it involved a boy and girl and going someplace.
That was sufficient knowledge.
Bob came to the front door and knocked. Even that
was unusual. Any conversations I’d had with boys up to
that point had been unplanned, happening simply because
we were in the same place at the same time.
Bob hadn’t changed a great deal, yet he was not the
same. My memory dredged the past for a picture of him.
The black hair was the same... and the gray eyes, but it
was as if he’d been reworked. Some parts of his body had
moved or somehow been shifted. He was much taller. He
was chiseled. I wouldn’t have known that word then, anymore than I knew why, suddenly, I felt like a visitor in my
own body; which in the preceding months had undergone
some remarkable modifications of its own. Heat burned
my cheeks and spread downward. My eyes focused with a
clarity I’d never known before. A shadow of hair was visible on Bob’s cheeks and chin. He’d shaved. The aroma of
Aqua Velva floated in the unmoving air of late August. He
reached for my hand. He was Rock Hudson taking the hand
of Doris Day. It was magic. Rockets found room to explode within the confines of my cranium. Dreams really
did come true.
There was great awkwardness in that first hand-holding. Although he was much taller than me, somehow he
caught my hand from below. Not wanting to alter the moment by showing any indication that everything wasn’t
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perfect, that possibly every wishing star was not in magical alignment, I struggled to overcome that incongruity by
contorting my shoulder and arm in an attempt to fit with
his. Sweaty-palmed, we trudged toward the Sweet Shoppe,
the only café in town.
Of course, Bob’s legs were longer, too. One of his
strides equaled two or three of mine. I tripped along beside him, kicking up a cloud of dust, only minimally
aware of the pain in my warped arm.
Two days later, Bob called again. We went
on the exact same “date,” but I was wiser. I
caught his hand from below.
As we sat staring at each other over watereddown Cokes, Bob grabbed my nail-bitten fingers. I
licked my sunburned lips, and focused my nearsighted eyes on his faint chin stubble.
“I’m in love with you,” he said. “I’ve been in
love with you since we first met.”
The world stood still for quite a while. I was at
a loss to understand how four years earlier, he’d
found me, a wild, drama-driven ten-year-old, in any
way appealing. But, I pushed that image from my
mind. Now, I was almost fourteen. And now a man
who shaved, who was seventeen, who would be a Senior
in high school that year, was in love with me.
And so, I kept our love a secret. I mulled the sweetness, let the splendor of it age. I didn’t discuss our passionate affair with Margaret, my best friend, or Swoozy,
who, of course, would never have told. I wrapped Bob’s
words around me like a cloak. I stumbled through the days
imagining a lifetime ahead with his gray eyes riveted only
on me. I slept with his words echoing in my dreams. I was
consumed by love. I floated on the pristine cloud of pure
romance.
Apparently, Bob’s love for me lasted about four days.
We’d shared the two “dates.” Then I spent one entire afternoon watching him from our back porch. He was naked
to the waist, and shining with sweat as he nailed two-byeights in place, helping his uncle construct a carport. The
word “stalker,” was not yet part of my vocabulary.
Bob didn’t call. He was just too busy, I reasoned. But
he was in love with me. He had loved me from the first
moment he’d seen me.
School started. I was an eighth-grader; there were kids
younger than I starting high school, but due to a November birthday and over-crowding when I was a first grader,
I was still in elementary.
Days passed... then weeks. The old brick elementary

school building where I spent my days was a prison. And,
no one ever knew, or even guessed, my misery. I’d waited
to surprise my friends; envisioned parading my unparalleled romantic-coup for everyone to see and marvel over;
pictured myself, arm and arm with Bob, strolling to the
Sweet Shoppe, attending football games, smiling and waving at my young, immature friends.
Now, there was nothing to tell. I’d had two dates with
Bob Caldwell. He’d told me that he loved me. That he was
in love with me.
Now, Swoozy would roll her eyes. Others might laugh;
Margaret would look at me and grin and shrug. She’d accused me before of getting reality and fantasy confused.
My raw heart was not open to further pain. Telling my
parents was out of the question. They were all about logic
and reason.
Almost immediately, Bob became linked to the prettiest senior girl in school. He was Class President; he played
piano and sang in the chorus; he became a basketball star.
We never spoke again.
A belief that you can’t fall in love at thirteen or fourteen is fiction. Shakespeare knew – that was the age of his
Juliet.
After graduation Bob married his high school sweetheart.
Why had he told me he was in love with me? Maybe
he’d been practicing grown-up dialog. Perfecting his lines
to be sure he had them right. My hidden hurt lasted for
months… for years.
The long-lasting lesson was no less painful than my
immediate grief. The down-side of that first brush with
romance was that my love would never again be featherlight, it would not blow gently across the placid landscape
of my youth, as no doubt young love should. I would never
trust the words, “I love you,” which I knew could be written on sand, and erased by the next tide.
Of course, I had never been in love with Bob. Other
than love for my parents that came, via the umbilical cord,
attached at birth, I had no idea about love. That had nothing to do with the breaking of my heart. Nothing to do
with the erosion of faith in anyone who might whisper of
their love for me.
No doubt there was a gold mine of drama there I might
have mined back in the days when I was scriptwriter, star
and director of “Opal’s Opera” in the “summer of the tent.”
As the lyrics of the song say, “...the first cut is the deepest.” It took some time for the wound to heal sufficiently…
some years, before I could remove the tight bandage needed
to keep my child-heart from falling into many jagged
pieces. So, I guarded my heart, and was stingy with my
trust; I demanded devotion, proof of commitment, a solemn pledge of never-ending fidelity. Only then, would I
open my ears to a song of love. Now, looking back, I see
that was the up-side, too.

To Be Alive
The sun and soft wind blessed the autumn day with
perfection.
It is a day for lying in the grass, gazing at the sky
through a leafy frame
To stretch ... to doze ... to dream.
The cat raises its head suddenly, alert to a wordless call.
Life is good and its gift must be celebrated.
Run, leap, climb! Life! Oh, life!
The yellow butterfly caresses a blue blossom, then
moves on,
bestowing its fickle attention on another.
The cat sees the fluttering beauty and contemplates a
course of pursuit
as fragile wings take the creature on its rounds.
Noon! Hurry. An hour off for lunch. Cars! Traffic!
These are people things, belonging in the realm of gods;
the cat knows nothing of them.
The blow from the white sidewall is sudden;
the cat feels only the surprise of contact.
No, no! Life, you are too beautiful...
Wait, I am so happy! Wait, let me linger!
No, life, wait! I’m not ready yet.
It’s enough ... it’s enough ... just to be alive...
There is but a moment of the frantic ballet as the cat
leaps high in the air, paws outstretched,
as if in a final embrace of the perfect autumn day.
~ Mary Lou Bennett
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Justin Ordinary Guy:

My Theory on Clumping
By Michelle McBeth

S

eeing that I am “just an ordinary guy,” I spend a lot of
time thinking about things. There’s not much else to
do in my teeny-tiny town. I don’t do anything with these
thoughts, unlike my super-smart friend, Dweezy. I simply
just think them. I also don’t share them much like Dweezy’s
twin Cheezy. She always has plenty to say. I prefer to keep
it all to myself. Maybe I’m storing all those thoughts up
for something special. Then again, maybe not.
So recently, I was thinking about my theory on clumping. It started while I was reflecting back on how the HalfDozen became a group. I realize we never meant to become a group. We sort of just clumped. You know – one
curious person stops to watch a checkers game, then another person comes along and then, before you know what
happened, you have a whole crowd doing nothing more
exciting than watching little red and black disks moving
across a board. Maybe one person watching others creates
a magnetic force pulling others in like a tractor beam. Then
maybe it turns into some sort of static cling so no one could
leave even if they wanted to.
The Half-Dozen became a clump three years ago during the hottest summer EVER! It was one of those summers where it’s so hot that everyone gets cranky and moves
really slow and does as little as possible. That summer my
mom was super-cranky and would often send me out to
play while she and my sister Kelly (then three years old)
would take a nap. I think the heat was affecting my mom’s
brain. Our house was air-conditioned, but outside it was
like 150 degrees! If she had been in her right mind, she
would never have sent her precious first-born out there.
So I did what any other nine-year-old kid would do
under the circumstances. I wished for somewhere else to
be with air-conditioning. In a little place like Johnstown
there aren’t too many choices. There’s Danvers Corner
Grocery and Dot’s Diner. And let me tell you neither Mr.
Danvers nor Dot would let a bunch of kids hang out at
their places no matter how hot it is! At a very young age I
learned what “No Loitering” means. It’s a law that means
“Kids can’t hang out here because I say so.”
The next best thing to air-conditioning is Johnstown
Pond. Years ago two families were fighting over who
owned the land where the pond is, so it was declared town
property. Anyone can swim there between seven a.m. until
dark. I know this because the sign says so. It also says,
“SWIM AT YOUR OWN RISK,” which means don’t be
stupid or you will drown.
Anyway, on the particular afternoon I am thinking
about, I rode my bike down Main Street, then turned off a
dirt road to the pond, wearing my swim shorts and a back-
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pack full of snacks. I entered the shade of trees and as I
neared the water and laid down my bike. It was as I was
dropping my stuff on the ground that I witnessed the most
incredible cannon-ball I’d ever seen. It was a 10 on a scale
of 10. I was frozen in awe as the huge splash dumped on
me. I stood there waiting to see if he would do it again.
Sure enough he did and I got even wetter. I figured, if he
kept this up all day, I could have my own cooling system
like being under a waterfall.
But then I heard someone call out, “Hey, Rock, come
look at this!” And the show was over. It was then that I
realized there were quite a few kids hanging out trying to
stay cool. But it was super-quiet since it was so hot no one
was moving much. I knew everyone there. How could I
not in a town with only seven-hundred-and-something
people. But I had never hung out with any of them. I played
with kids at school, but I didn’t have any best friends or
anything. Come to think of it, I rarely ever clumped either.
If I wasn’t playing a game, I mostly hung out by myself.
Later, I will have to reflect on whether you can truly be
hanging out if you are by yourself.
Anyway, Rocky, the “Amazing Cannon-Baller,” was
talking to the twins. They are two of the smartest people in
town. Maybe even THE smartest. I wonder if it is because
of their bright red hair. For some reason I wanted in on the
action that day. Maybe I was bored or maybe I just somehow clumped. It’s possible there really is something to my
Magnetic-Force Theory. That would explain everything. I
carried my backpack over to the group of three sitting on
beach towels under a tree and asked, “Hey, anyone want
to share a root beer?” I had two cold ones in my bag and
back then we didn’t care much about sharing germs.
Rocky’s eyes lit up as he agreed, “Yah!” So I sat down,
shared my drinks and told Rocky how impressive his
splashing skills were. When I asked him how he got such a
big splash he said, while puffing out his chest, “You’ve
got to be built solid, like me. Bigger body, bigger splash.”
Rocky wasn’t fat or super tall, He was just solid – like a
rock. I was just average with an average splash. I felt disappointed that there was no secret move I could learn or
anything.
Then it got quiet while we drank our sodas. Other kids
around us were floating or lying around. There wasn’t much
movement. Dweezy, the boy-half of the twins, was reading a science magazine that he had been showing to Rocky.
Cheezy, his sister, was reading some girly-book. I was just
melting.
Suddenly, Dweezy exploded. “It’s HOT! Why are we
out here?” He asked this while looking at Cheezy.

“You wanted to swim,” she answered, calm as you
please, without even looking up from her book. I remember wishing my sister was that calm. Mostly she just
screams and spills stuff.
“Let’s go home,” he whined. “It’s no fun swimming in
the River Styx!”
“Well, let’s make like Persephone and get out of here
then,” Cheezy replied while starting to gather their stuff.
I didn’t have a clue what they were talking about, but I
agreed it was too hot. I couldn’t go home yet like they
could though. Nap time wasn’t over.
Just as the twins were standing up to leave, Duck, a
tall and skinny older kid, rode up on his bike and spoke to
them. “Hey guys, G.G. just called and said she has a new
summer brew she wants to try out. Any takers?”
The twins and Rocky all said, “Yes!” loudly and enthusiastically. I once again looked on in confusion until
“The Rock” explained, “G.G. has been trying to create a
cold drink with unexpected ingredients. The last one wasn’t
too bad, but I thought the beet juice was a bit much.” He
grimaced while patting his stomach so I knew what he
meant. “Why don’t you come with us, Justin? G.G. would
love a new person to try her stuff out on.” I wasn’t so sure,
but I figured “Why not?” since I would do anything to get
out of the heat. I would regret that thought later, but at that
moment I noticed that – CLUMP! – four now became six.
That day was the beginning of what would later become a
regular habit of the Half-Dozen. It was the day I learned
that G.G. stood for Gross Greta. It also became known as
“The Day Justin Ordinary barfed up G.G.’s carrot, green
apple, lemon, Coke spritzer with a dash of jalapeno. I never
should have taken the dare to chug it.
After that day, the Half-Dozen never meant to become
a group. I believe it was the static cling part of my clumping theory that kept us always as six. We never meant to
DO anything except maybe be bored together. It’s so much
more fun to do it with others. We never expected to become anything and we certainly never meant to solve any
problems, but that is another thought for another day.

Close Call
By Jennifer Chambers

I

wasn’t sure how, and when, to tell him that his poetry
was bad. I mean, really terrible. That’s not what one
does to a werewolf that shows up at your editing office —
especially on a chill winter evening with the full moon
due to appear. My watch said 4:55 — terrifyingly soon.
“Sir,” I said to the hopeful, sharp-featured face currently sprouting hair surreptitiously under his polo shirt,
“I’m afraid this just… isn’t for us.”
I held my breath. It was worse
than I feared.
His heavy brows drew to a confused “V” over deep-set eyes. “Bbut why? I worked on it so hard.”
Tears threatened to spill over the rapidly-growing stubble on his cheekbones.
I strained to think of how best to
explain. “Uh, Josh, there is no structure to your poem. It doesn’t have
to rhyme or anything, but it needs...
something. And the subject material? Nobody wants to read about dripping
raw meat.”
The look on his face was exactly like I’d whipped a
puppy. I almost wanted to see if a tail had sprouted to go
between his legs. “It’s just not for us.”
At that moment, the puppy turned into a big dog. Josh’s
shoulders went from slumped to burly, his chest from concave to massive. He leapt up. “Fine! I don’t need you anyway,” he growled, and pushed past my crowded desk to
go outside.
I shut the door.
Looking back, a long wiry hair curled upon my visitor
chair.
Jen Chambers wrote and submitted this story for a writing contest
sponsored by the Bend Source Weekly Blog. She had to use a prompt
to kickstart her story. It had to be under 250-words. Jen won an Honorable
Mention award... a gift certificate to the Broken Top Bottle Shop.

Untitled
Where the sun shines,
I will follow...
At the rainbow’s end,
I will find you...
~ Tim Hollingsworth
Tim Hollingsworth is a new contributor who sends us his work from
his home in Philomath, Oregon.

Happy
Thanksgiving!
October 2013
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The Old Sea Lion and the Fisherman
By William L. Sullivan

O

ne week the most popular video on the Internet featured a talking sea lion.
It started out as an ordinary tourist movie on the Newport, Oregon bayfront, probably taken with a cell phone
camera. Seagulls screech atop pilings. Tourists in shorts
and sunglasses point at half-a-dozen huge, blubbery sea
lions lolling on an abandoned dock. The animals are so fat
the old dock is half underwater. Their fur is wet, scarred
and mangy. A big bull arches his neck and barks
to scare away a young sea lion trying to
find a place on the dock.
“RaaaaAAA! Urg! Urg!”
The younger sea lion falls back
into the bay and swims under the
dock, looking for another spot.
The tourists laugh.
Then the mangy old sea
lion looks straight into the
camera and says, “You think
we’re fat and lazy, don’t you?
I know, that’s all most people
see – obese sea lions hanging
around the docks, snapping at
each other, grunting, picking
fights. If we’re not at the
docks, then you see us out on
sand bars, sleeping it off. Or maybe
you see us on Saturdays, fishing where they’ve just stocked
a river, or below a dam where the fish pool up and it’s easy
pickings. You think, “What a bunch of fat, lazy bums!”
The sea lion beside him scootches up on the dock to
get out of the water, his fur rippling as he gallumphs closer.
The old sea lion turns and bares his teeth, “RaaaaAAA!
Urg! Urg!”
Then the old sea lion looks back at the camera. “What
you don’t see is the truth. We get up every morning before
dawn and swim 30-miles out to sea in all kinds of weather.
Then we dive 400-feet deep, over and over, hour after hour,
down to the edge of the Continental Shelf. We get the tough
fish down there, the ones fishermen don’t want. No salmon
– they’re too fast. It’s hard work, and dangerous as hell.
When we get back to shore, exhausted, that’s what you
see. Of course, we’re tired and cranky. And to tell the truth,
we don’t give a damn what you think.”
The old sea lion jerks his head back and barks,
“RaaaaAAA! Urg! Urg!”
The next week there was a new video on the Internet,
showing an old fisherman drinking beer at the dimly lit
counter of Snug Harbor, a bar by the docks on the Newport bayfront. He has a grizzled white beard, a scar on the
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back of his hand, and blurry tattoos poking out of his tanktop shirt. You hear the click of pool balls in the background.
A younger guy with a backwards baseball cap and a Tshirt bulging over a beer belly squeezes up to the bar. He
taps a Camel out of a cigarette pack.
The old fisherman belches at him menacingly.
“Hey,” the bartender says. “No smoking inside.”
The younger guy grunts, takes his cigarette, and moves on.
Then the old fisherman looks straight into the camera and says, “The tourists who drive down
the Oregon Coast mostly see women
in the shops. Bookstores, coffee
shops, bed & breakfasts – they’re
all run by women out here. If
you’re looking for the men,
you’ll find us hanging around
the docks, down in the
bayfront bars, snapping at
each other, grunting and picking fights. Or maybe you’ll
see us on Saturdays, fishing
where they’ve just stocked a
river, or below a dam where
the fish pool up and it’s easy
pickings. I know what you’re
thinking: ‘What a bunch of fat,
lazy bums.’”
The old fisherman finishes his beer and waves the mug
at the bartender to signal a refill.
Then the old fisherman looks back at the camera. “What
you don’t see is the truth. We get up every morning before
dawn and sail 30-miles out to sea, in all kinds of weather.
Then we troll for hours, out of sight of land, pitching in
the swells, baiting hooks, hauling lines, trying to keep our
balance in rubber boots and slickers as waves slosh the
decks. It’s hard work, and dangerous as Hell. If we’re lucky
and we survive, we get back to shore in the early afternoon, exhausted. That’s what you see. Of course we’re
tired and cranky.”
The bartender trades the empty mug for a full one. The
old fisherman takes a drink too fast, so the foam runs down
his beard and drips onto the bar. He wipes his mouth with
the back of his scarred hand.
“And to tell the truth, we don’t give a damn what you
think.”
William L. Sullivan is the author of 17 books, including 4 novels and a
popular series of Oregon hiking guides. He also writes a monthly
“Oregon Trails” column for the Eugene Register-Guard and the Salem
Statesman-Journal. Information about his books, his favorite
adventures, and his speaking schedule is at www.oregonhiking.com.

A Storm Came over the Mountains
By Dolly Ruth Smith

A

number of years ago we lived in Eastern Oregon on
a ranch at the foothills of the Blue Mountains, west
of the small town of Haines. We had moved from Western
Oregon because we liked the drier climate and the mountain country. My husband worked for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
This memorable day began on a hot summer afternoon. After lunch, my six-year-old daughter and I left our
house for a short walk to our neighbor’s ranch. Our neighbor, Syvilla, was planning to drive to a nearby town and
had invited us to ride along.
Dark storm clouds were forming over the mountains
to the west as we started to walk. Electrical storms arrived very quickly in the summer in that part of the
country. As we walked, we watched the shafts of
bolt-lightning in the dark sky. It was only a mile
to our friend’s house and on the way, we met a
friend coming home in his pickup from the mountains, where he’d gone to check his cattle. He
stopped and spoke with us a few minutes and
then went on. Soon, large raindrops began
to fall, so we hurried on our way.
When we arrived at Syvilla’s house,
there
was the usual hustle and bustle to roundup bottles
and diapers for her small baby. Her
three other
children went with us also. By the timewe left for her appointment, she was about ten or fifteen minutes later than
she intended to be. We all hurried into the old car that
only good faith seemed to hold together.
It was now raining very hard and we’d gone less than
a mile when we saw a tractor beside the road as we drove
by. (This was a different road than the one we lived on.)
I’ve heard about delayed reactions... We had one then.
Due to the heavy rainfall and the fact that we were talking, we really did not see much. But we looked at each
other with the same thought that soon became words.
“What was that tractor doing there, still running?” The
tractor seemed to be hanging on the steep bank, and the
rear wheels were spinning in the air. Syvilla backed up
the car, and we saw our neighbor’s 17-year old son, Bill,
lying between the cab and the left fender of the big diesel
tractor. All we could see was the top of his hat, and the
movements of his body caused by the vibrations of the
tractor. We both jumped out of the car and climbed the
steep bank to get to Bill. We raised him to a sitting position, but he seemed to be unconscious. Syvilla kept yelling at him, “How do you turn this thing off?”
There was so much noise and vibration, it was a precarious position, and we had to hope that the tractor would
not take off. Finally, Bill said, “Pull the stick,” and he
slumped forward again. My friend shut the tractor off, but
we knew we needed help, because Bill was too big and
heavy for us to try to move him. I held him in a sitting

position on the seat as Syvilla went to the car and got a
blanket that she threw up to me. I covered Bill and held
him while she went to get help. I did not know what had
happened. I checked his arms and legs to see if there were
any wounds or broken bones. Bill regained consciousness
only once during this time and said, “What happened?” I
tried to reassure him and kept talking to him, but don’t
know if he heard me. When I examined him, I noticed how
cold his hands were, and there were some peculiar white
spots on his wrists. A car arrived with two men. Even with
the four of us, it was not easy to get him down
the bank. We managed to squeeze him onto the
back seat of the car. They rushed him to the hospital in Baker, sixteen miles away. Syvilla informed me that they’d tried to reach Bill’s parents,
but they were in town. Needless to say, Syvilla never
did get to her appointment. I was soaked to the skin, so I
went home to change clothes.
By that evening, we learned that Bill had been struck
by lightning on top of his head. Fortunately, he was partially insulated by the tractor tires. In a few days he was
fine.
The miracle of the whole episode lies not only in surviving the jolt of electricity, but in the timing and sequence
of events before and after the incident. Bill had been pulling a rod-weeder in the field when he was struck by lightning, and as he fell, he pulled the steering wheel to the left
so that the tractor headed straight for the road. The tractor
went through the fence and down a steep bank, straight. If
it had not been straight it could have tipped over, crushing
Bill under it. Also, the rod-weeder caught behind an electric pole and the rear wheels were spinning just a few inches
above the ground .
There were so many factors that seemed to fit together
to save Bill’s life. If he had fallen to the right, instead of
towards the road, the tractor would have headed for a large,
swampy area, and some duck ponds where no one would
have known where to look for a considerable amount of
time. Also, the neighbor my daughter and I met when walking, had driven by the field while Bill was still working. So
we knew that Bill could not have been in the rain very long.
Also, if Syvilla had not been late, we may have gone by
before it happened, and since it was an old gravel country
road, no one may have come by for hours. Having a blanket in the car also helped, since Bill was apparently in shock.
I was grateful that there were two of us to deal with the
problem.
I never did feel like a heroine. When I went to see
Bill’s mother, who was a friend of mine, the hug and gratitude I received was enough. Bill was their only son, and
lived to spend many years on the ranch .
It was truly an unforgettable experience with a happy
ending.
October 2013
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My Way of Enjoying Nature.
Trying to Preserve It and Preparing for the Coming Economic Collapse
By Dan Robinson
Notes:
1. This assumes some knowledge of Eugene, Oregon surroundings, and a strong interest in nature.
2. I don’t have a car and mostly ride a bike, at age 77.
3. If you get bored with it, go to the last two paragraphs.

L

ately I’ve been interested in the semi-wild area between Bailey Hill Road, Lorane Highway and the crest
of the “South Hills,” including Bailey Hill. It’s partly known
as “Wild Iris Ridge,” though I doubt there are any wild iris
to be found in the new suburb on the top and north side of
the ridge. I’ve gone there three times before, from different directions. On June 15, 2013, I intended to go in from
the suburbs. I was relying on a Google map/picture of a
small part, my GPS and a limited map in my memory of
the suburbs. There was a particular water tower on top of a
hill that I was going to use as a reference.
I rode the bus to 18th and Bailey Hill Road, then went
through the suburbs, going by my “memory map.” I pushed
my bike up several hills, avoiding the steepest, not knowing if there’d be access to the wild area, while watching
for the water tower. When I decided to check my GPS, it
shut off before it could tell me the battery was low. I suspect I left it turned on the last time I used it. I had a particular intersection in mind, but never found it. When I
asked some people about the water tower, they wanted to
tell me about the reservoir on College Hill, not far from
downtown Eugene. That should have been a clue. I asked
someone else and they said I was on Lorane Highway. It
was a bit unbelievable at first. I had come about two-miles
east of where I wanted to be.
So I decided to approach the area from the Lorane Highway (southeast) side instead, in an area that I had looked
into before, where there were no houses or fences on the
north side of the road. I hid my bike behind some bushes.
Going first through dry scrub area, then into somewhat of
a swamp, I found a tree platform, probably for “hunting”
deer, and stopped for a rest and a small meal. Not knowing
if the swamp was going to end soon, I considered turning
back, but went a few yards further and saw dry grass ahead.
I wanted to be sure to find that “path” again, so I tore up a
piece of paper and hung pieces on branches, but not enough,
as it would turn out.
Following the tracks back, I realized I should have hung
smaller pieces of paper on more branches. It wasn’t a matter of finding the road, because I could hear cars going by,
but of finding a way through the brush. I tried to go through
several places along the way, but they became too dense.
It turned out I followed the tracks on past my original path.
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I got into an area where the seasonal creek had cut deep
gullies through the brush. I followed them for a ways, knowing they’d take me near the road. I eventually came out to
a clearing, which took me to the road between two houses,
with apparently no one home but a dog.
When I got home and looked at Google picture/maps,
I saw that if I’d followed the 4-wheel-drive tracks further
west, I might have gotten to the area I originally aimed for,
if people in nearby houses didn’t object. But more, I also
saw that in the areas I couldn’t get through, there were at
least five apparent beaver dams and ponds. This led me to
the idea that one doesn’t often see beaver dams when on
foot because beavers cut nearby trees down, allowing brush
to grow in their place. Brush is easier to cut for the food
they eat, and pretty much protects them from larger animals. It probably furnishes about as much food (the living
cambium layer under the bark of trees and bushes) as the
trees, with easier access.
Looking at one dam in the picture also suggested that
beaver ponds slowly move upstream. The ponds tend to
fill with silt, so the beaver build the dams higher, on the
upsteam side of the dams. The higher water reaches further up the creek channel.
P.S. If I were more of a conspiracy theorist, I’d suspect the
beavers hacked into the Internet. I found the beaver ponds
on a Google map (with picture), but hadn’t seen them on
Google Earth. Now a Google map won’t show the picture,
and I can only find one pond on Google Earth, which may
not be made by beavers. But I think my former conclusions still make sense.
I was raised mostly on primitive farms in Northern California, mostly
before rural electricity was common. I grew up to become a "freethinker", enjoying both nature and advancing technology.

The Year of the Snake
By Mario

I

t was the spring of 1940, Bald Knob, Arkansas. My
mother, father and I were out in our garden digging
sweet potatoes. All of a sudden, we heard a scream from
my sixteen-year-old sister, Alline.
Mom and Dad dropped their hoes and ran into the
house, where between sobs Alline told us that Lehman
had been bitten by a snake.
It appeared that some kind of snake had crawled up
the back of one of the cane-back chairs by the breakfast
table. As Lehman was sitting there eating, it nailed him on
the right ear. We were all scared out of our wits. Lehman
was only three-years-old and I was six; it seems as though
it happened only yesterday.
Dad quickly dispatched the snake and then he showed
it to all of the people around the neighborhood. No one
could identify what kind of snake it was, though.
Needless to say, Lehman’s ear swelled up big as a turnip and turned a sickly green. Mom was afraid he might
loose the ear, but I thought he’d look right fetching with
only one ear.
A neighbor lady came over and suggested Mom bind a
kerosene-soaked rag to his ear. She was convinced that
the kerosene would draw the poison out. In those days,
kerosene was the wonder-drug of the day.
Lehman looked strange with the big bandage on the
side of his head, but I thought that it improved his looks.
After about a week of wearing the bandage, the wound
opened and drained a poisonous-looking green fluid and
then he began to heal.
Well, it looked as if he was going to keep his ear. However, in my six-year-old mind, I thought he would have
looked better without it – at least it would draw attention
and sympathy from the young ladies.
At last, Lehman’s ear finally healed, leaving no scars.
The only lingering effect was the discomfort caused by
two years of battling boils.
Lehman grew to be super strong – the result, according to him, of a diet of spinach, Cream of Wheat and
Wheaties. When he was five, Mom made him a two-sided
cape. It was navy blue on the outside and crimson on the
inside. The first thing he did after putting on the cape for
the first time was to jump off the house to see if he could
fly. Well, he didn’t fly, but it was a learning experience.
(We Myatt brothers were always fast learners – real quick
like that.) There were no broken bones, but he had a bruised
ego for awhile. He eventually quit trying to lift Dad’s car
or leap tall buildings.
I still sometimes think that losing an ear would have
made his life much more interesting.

Of Demons and Dragons
Would it strangle me in the night
wrestle me to the ground
throttle the air out of me
would it blaze me with fiery tongue
scorch my carapace
incinerate my flesh
Does it whirl like a dervish
in canyons of the spirit
seen only in swirls of dust
does it rattle its scales
in caves of remembrance
heard in ripples of thunder

Demons of my own
making
now to hit with crossed arms
break the grip and breathe deep
dragons to slay visor down
lance ready leap the moat
thrust straight for the heart
Thunder rumbles closing in
death shudder of the beast
its last blazing breath a sigh
which stirs the tumbleweeds.
Lightning crackles drown the sound
as shackles hit the rocks below
~ Delina Greyling
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Reflection<>Meditation
By John Henry
“Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out
how far one can go.” ~ T.S. Eliot
“Wisdom is born, stupidity is learned.” ~ Russian proverb

G

ently close your eyes. Control the pressure of your
eyelids. Feel how they can flutter open with the
slightest release of that minimum pressure. Experiment
with the pressure until the least amount necessary is being
used.”
It’s all a game for Bernie and he plays it so well. The
Clear Light Book Store gives him the back room two nights
a week to teach meditation. He enjoys manipulating the
‘New Age’ suburban seekers. He‘ll do the eye muscle exercise, followed by gentle breaths, and finish with the group
intoning a nonsense mantra. In the next session he’ll add
visualization like floating on billowing clouds in a sea of
blue sky. Bernie leads his class with mind-control techniques that he’s read about in esoteric books. It’s a large
class of twenty students at $100 each, which means Bernie’s
recompense is two thousand dollars for ten hours of work.
Bernie’s Svengali’s demeanor is one of benevolence
and calm control; his long, dark flowing hair and beard,
dark eyes; and sonorous voice add a requisite mystical
veneer to the act. He unfolds his long legs from the Lotus
Posture and gracefully stands. He directs the students to
place hands together at chest level; and bow from the waist
to the Blessed Goodness in each of them. He puts a coarse
shawl over his narrow shoulders and leaves the book store
by the back door.
Bernie is a popular meditation teacher at the suburban
occult book store. He plays his part deftly and his students
are thrilled with the results. He convinces them of their
innate beauty, calmness, and ‘Oneness with it all.’ After
five weeks of Bernie’s instruction and suggestions, the
mostly suburban housewives and teenagers feel like they
got their money’s worth and are changed for the better.
They highly recommend him to their friends; and the cashcow is milked again and again.
Life is going so good that Bernie takes a month off. He
travels to India to experience authentic yogis. He wants to
be the best meditation teacher in America and learn all the
tricks of the trade. He goes from yogi to yogi, picking up
bits of their crowd-pleasing act. Two days before Bernie
flies home, he goes to the Vishnu Temple in old Delhi,
where an elderly yogi saint teaches meditation while in a
silent trance. This yogi sits on a silver throne and without
words or movement attracts hundreds of generous followers. It is claimed the saint often sits in his meditation trance
for a week at a time.
Bernie arrives home; excited at the prospect of using
“
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the new tricks he has learned. He returns to another full
meditation class. He sits crossed-legged, eyes closed, back
ramrod-stiff, clothed in hand-woven white Indian shirt and
trousers. It is the fourth week of class. He has the class
lying on their backs, relaxing, slow-breathing: long inhalations and twice as long exhalations. It is near the end of
class and Bernie wants the students to leave with an intriguing Guided Meditation to pursue at home over the
weekend. He wants to ‘WOW’ them. He decides on a Seed
Visualization practice that he learned in India.
When he feels the energy of the class merge, Bernie
leads them on an imaginary journey of re-discovery. “Before we had breath, we lived below the surface of our
mother’s skin. We floated in a womb of serenity and absolute security. This is our transition from universal timelessness. IT is our last eternal moment of simply BEING.”
Bernie opens his eyes and his students are trying to float
in amniotic fluid, eyes closed, struggling to be in the moment. Bernie smiles and continues, “This moment is our
meditation’s goal. We are sensing the time before our time
begins. Be … Being… BE.” He exhorts them to not imagine but to re-enter the eternal time before time. “Be the
fetus. Be fully in the body. Your fetal mind is empty. Let
the body take you back.” He describes “Floating Tranquilly” in the womb, guiding them back, immersing them
in their mothers. He chants, “Be … Be… Be …” He gives
the students ten minutes to silently meditate on their prebirth timelessness.
“Slowly, slowly. We will return to the limits of the here
and now. Float, gently float. Visualize that you are floating past the confines of your mother’s skin, into light.
Breathe slowly, lengthen the innnnnn and (after a long
pause) outttttttt ...” He coaches them through several breathing cycles. “We will return to the Clear Light Book Store
and our self-imposed limitations of time and space. Please
continue the slow breath and gently open your eyes.”
He talks the students through a technique of awakening their bodies gradually, from bottom up: toe by toe, foot,
ankle and upward to the crown of the head, until they are
vibrating part by part, a revived unified whole.
Bernie advises them to slowly sit up and focus on their
heart beat. “This evening you have been introduced to an
ancient meditation on life before you were born. It is a
pathway, an opening before time and thought. Please continue this exploration on your own. Over the weekend, as
you meditate, reflect on the universal YOU; before words

and fears, Do’s and Don’ts, Us and Them. My caution is
not to force the pre-birth experience. Set a timer and stop
after twenty minutes. Do this meditation only once a day
when you first wake up. Respect its power. Now without
speaking, please leave the book store and simply continue
to BE.”
Bernie’s students leave quietly but there is in the air
the applause of their one hand clapping. He exits out the
back door as usual, grinning. He thinks: “I’m getting really good at this. I should write a book or open a temple. I
could become rich and famous.” Bernie’s grasping mind
rambles on and on, as he strides home.
Bernie sits in front of the TV watching a DVD, “The
Razor’s Edge.” It’s about a World War I pilot who seeks
enlightenment after the war and discovers it. But instead
of cashing in on it, he lives an ordinary life giving peace
and counsel away for free. It’s one of Bernie’s favorite
movies, except for the ending.
Bernie dreams that night. He is in the bottom of a lake.
It must be night; the water is so very black around him.
There is no breathing or fear of not breathing. The full
moon is the only light and it penetrates down. The glare
hurts his eyes. Light is so bright, yet so far away. Bernie
blinks in his dream and the scene changes. He is the size
of an ant: an ant wending his way through a sea of waving
grass. He leans on a grass stalk and his eyes look up. The
full moon beams down and is reflected in a dew drop on a
blade of grass. The ant can’t see the moon, only the reflection on the dew drop.
Bernie wakes, shivering. He walks to the window and
the full moon shines across at him, reflected by his
neighbor’s curtained window. He pushes the sliding glass
door open and sits on his balcony. The moon seems so
timeless, whether reflected in a lake, reflected in the dewdrop, or on a window. He shakes his head and laughs at
this slip-slide thinking; the kind that he feeds his gullible
students. He stares up at the moon and begins to create
next week’s script for another vivid, Oscar quality, guided
meditation.
The earth turns away from the moon and the multitude
of naked stars throb before him. He returns to bed and
uses the slow-breathing technique to fully relax himself.
At one of the moments where there is total calm between
inhaling and exhaling, Bernie falls into the serene, placid
shallows of womb-like reality. Floating below the surface,
without limb or fin, without lung or gill, Bernie is with the
Indian yogi who teaches in a silent trance. They are connected to the universal life source by an invisible umbilical cord. They are unaware of floating; no ideas, no symbols, nothing tangible: only the indivisible moment. Bernie
looses the memory of beginning, becoming, being.
In the morning, the persistent call of nature wakes
Bernie. He stumbles to the bathroom and sighs. Minutes
later, he stands below the pulsing hot shower and feels

that his mind is balanced on a razor’s edge. Does he totter
on one foot, swaying on the tightrope between what is always true and the stuff that his twenty-six years of living
have led him to believe? His precarious balance is on the
razor’s edge of “what’s next.”
Bernie walks around his apartment with a bath towel
around his waist. He thinks what’s happening to me? Am I
going crazy? I have to stop, calm down, be myself again.
He forces himself to sit cross-legged, calming his breath,
quieting his terrified mind. He squeezes out his fear. Bernie
slowly goes deeper into the quiet dark and re-enters last
night’s dreamscape, without ripples of time or thought. His
consciousness is suspended in a universe of no sight, no
sound, no feeling, no dimension. Does the ETERNAL come
through in a nano-second? Life is here and now.
Two days later, Bernie blinks at a bright overhead white
light. His waking mind is edging back from what is medically diagnosed as “unconsciousness.” He knows without
words that he is pure truth. He closes his eyes, content and
safe, enlightened and fulfilled. Hours later Bernie blinks
again, going from black to neon-white. His eyes blink open
and slowly, gradually they focus. Above him is pale blue
with a bright neon-white center. Is it moonlight in the predawn sky reflected in a clear azure pond? In a distant echo,
he hears a soft song of love. Love is crooned, “Oh my
darling young one, you’re back. You’ve come back. I love
you so much. I’ll always love you.” Bernie’s Mom leans
over him, closer and closer, and whispers, “I love you forever, Sweetheart.”
Bernie looks into his mother’s dark eyes, mirrors of
his own eyes. He sees her love and his love reflected in her
eyes. Their love flows from one to the other and outward
throughout the universe. The two of them reflect a mutual
pure love in and beyond each other. Love is the universal
reflection, pulsing back and forth, from eye to eye, heart
to heart, reverberating without beginning or end. Bernie
sighs: life is a reflection of love’s infinite, true wisdom, the
alpha and the omega of the universal, the going in and
coming out, timeless, without limit. Bernie’s two-day meditation trance unraveled life’s meaning: that love is the key
and essence of being fully alive and awake, the treasure
without ending. Love is the bonus gift that in receiving
and giving is in every moment completely vibrant and enlightening.
Bernie was released from the hospital a few days later.
He returned to the Clear Light Book Store as the
penultimate meditation trickster in America.

Reflect upon your present blessings of which every man
has many - not on your past misfortunes, of which all men
have some. ~ Charles Dickens
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Artichoke
By Dale Dickson

M

any of Pablo Neruda works are pleasant analogies
of a good life. He wrote, “The poet’s heart, like all
other hearts, is an interminable artichoke.” When he writes
about an artichoke he compares it to a “tender heart, all
dressed up like a warrior.”
Our lives can be compared to an artichoke. Think about
that unique vegetable; one has to peel off layers of leaves
in an effort to reach the heart. As we strip the leaves off,
one by one, each one represents a phase or time in our
lives. Some of them we will discard: the mistakes, the
heartaches, shedding personal guilt, wishes we hadn’t done
something to harm another. We all have them. If you deny
this fact, just isolate your mind for a short time and think
about it. Do you regret saying something hurtful to a loved
one? Have you made a decision that altered your or
another’s life in a manner you regretted? Many of these
didn’t detrimentally affect our lives, fortunately.
Liken these to leaves we are plucking off the artichoke.
We can discard each one and move on to the next layer of
life. Hopefully we have many leaves representing the better phases of our lives. Each leaf brings pleasant memories which may touch our lives forever; our loves, our
worthy accomplishments, the basics of our lives, the influences we have on others, and so many more, if we take
but a few moments to reflect.
As these leaves are pleasantly removed we finally
reach the heart of the ancient vegetable. Now we have
cast off the unpleasant memorial leaves, but are blessed
with the pleasant memories and hope we can feel the inner peace as we reach the delightful fruit of our life.

Bricks
By Dale Dickson

W

hat is a brick? It is a solid, cubicle block of varying
sizes, made of mortar, clay, mud and straw, or any
material that will solidify into a block capable of withstanding pressure.
All of us have seen bricks utilized in various ways.
The most common are structures, roads, pathways and
walls; even cleverly decorated and used as a door stop.
One of the greatest use of another kind of brick – the
invisible brick – is for building walls between us and others. These bricks tend to isolate us from others due to race,
religion, politics, gender, age, health and appearance, just
to name a few causes for the barrier.
Don’t deny it; each of us has built a wall. But why? If
we could walk in another’s shoes for a just a short time
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and realize that this person we have bricked-out has rights,
too... rights to be in this country, the greatest on Earth, to
his own beliefs or appearance. Have you ever thought you
are the odd-ball in the view of others? Think about it.
Instead of building a brick wall and isolating yourself
from what could be a truly great friend, tear down that
wall and use the bricks to build a bridge to friendship and
the future. I’ve found that one of the best bridges is a warm
sincere smile.
Try it. I know you’ll like it. Believe me, it works.

Falling

Things I Know
Usually it’s true,
Your life depends on you.
When apples get squashed,
Just make apples, sauced.

So suddenly, the brilliant fall arrives,
but when did everything start to die?
You talk of its beauty... as you retreat to your quiet cabin.
Is it really?

If days turn out awkward,
Try something backward –
Like cry ‘till you laugh
Or do your best by half.

The wind blows with melancholy, tugging life from the
trees.
The rain gently falls, washing away
all bloody sap, residue and decay...
reduced to mineral and sediment.

Another thing I know,
Winds howl, storms blow.
So hoist your sail
And grab buckets to bail.

Everything around you is falling...
don’t you hear the moan of dying and hiding?
All life is noisy, scrambling to defend itself
against the winter’s wicked chill...

But thing eleventy-two
Is the key thing to do:
Look out for hope
At the end of your rope!

As for me, a woman with no quiet cabin,
I choose to lie under pillows of dense snow mounds
where there is certainty of deep stillness...
where no life dares to have color...
~ Rachel Rich

And, perhaps in waiting
there will be no falling to decay
and in quiet, I will wait to thaw
~ Barbara Newman

Second Date
you say you are shy, but I
watch you as you open my
cupboards
confident that
you know where my sugar
bowl lives...
How happy I am, sharing my
sacred kitchen space with
you.
using my holy, but messy
cabinets, as if you knew, all
about me.
prying, opening, reaching and
smiling, you plunge in...
never shy.
I believe you are beginning to
feel at home,
finding me.
~ Barbara Newman
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Cookin’ With Jen

I

t’s easy, as the seasons change, to dissolve into that negative
part of contemplation. The kids getting older, the goals
not met, etc. I love Fall for the other side though; Pollyannaish though it might be. It is a time to take stock. There is
much time left in the year to do all that stuff on the list, to
make that last batch of peach jam (if you’re lucky and get
them before they’re all gone at Bush’s!) Fall is hopeful. Fall
is another chance.
One delicious thing I’ve made recently is Pear Liquor.
The recipe is simple: Take three large peeled, cored pears
and simmer with ¼ cup sugar and a vanilla bean until mostly
dissolved. Roughly mash any remaining pear chunks and
pour into a large Mason jar with 2 cups of low-quality vodka.
Let steep for at least two weeks, then strain and bottle. I
found some great bottles at IKEA recently, or use a recycled
wine bottle. It is delicious over vanilla ice cream or in hot
tea for a warm fall drink. It makes a great gift as well!
For the Fall issue, I often gravitate toward soups. This
issue I’m sharing recipes from my 1949 Good Housekeeping
Cookbook. It includes a helpful section for making a soup a
meal:
Here’s a soup even kids will love:
Cream of Cheese Soup
2 boullion cubes
2 c. water
½ minced raw carrot
¾ c. minced celery
2 T. minced onion
3 T. butter
4 ½ T flour
1/8 t. pepper
1 c. evaporated milk
1 c. water
2 c. grated cheddar
Dissolve boullion cubes in boiling water. Add carrot
and celery, simmer covered for 10 min. Saute onion in
butter; stir in flour, pepper, and slowly stir in milk and
bouillon. Cook until thickened. Add cheese; stir until
thickened. Garnish with parsley. Makes 4 servings.
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Garnishes for Soup







Minced Parsley
Crumbled Blue Cheese
Hard-cooked eggs
Grated cheese
Croutons
Avocado slices

You get the idea. A hearty soup, salad and bread can go
a long way if it looks nicer.
A nice thing to eat with this soup is this bread:
Butter-Crisp Bread
Use ½ loaf sliced bread. Cut stack of slices in halves
crosswise; stand, cut edges up, in loaf pan. Spread 6 T. soft
butter over top of bread; bake in 400 degree oven 20 min.
or until golden brown and crisp.
End with something like this:
Baked Cherries, Spiced
Combine 1 can Royal Anne Cherries (or 2 c. fresh
cherries, pitted,) 4 lemon slices, and one cinnamon stick in
uncovered 1 qt. casserole. Bake in 325 degree oven 30
minutes. Serve warm with cookies. 4 Servings.

Three Dogs and
a Wolf
By Abraham Lawrence

The Pond
The world is reflected in this pond,
you can see birds flying in the blue of the sky,
deer playing on the shore.
The trees swaying in the wind, and when darkness
comes you can see the
stars in its depths and the owls flying in the night.
At daybreak a boy and his dog walk along the shore,
you can see a part of the world in the pond’s depths.
~ Abraham Lawrence

I live in the Crow area and am a 5th grader and am homeschooled.

The Far-off Land

T

he following stories are more excerpts from our book
Memories that we published for the school outreach
program funded by the Bill Wooten Endowment Fund of
the Oregon Country Fair Association. These stories were
written by students in Mrs. Pebworth’s class at the Veneta
Elementary School. We printed others in the July 2013 issue, as well.

In a far-off land where the sun never sets,
and the moon never rises and the wind blows softly
and the birds sing slowly,
I wonder, is this real?
~ Abraham Lawrence

My Memories of Something As
Precious as Gold
By Brycen Bechtel

My Memories of Something Warm
By Charlotte Tomlin
Me and my mom and our dog, Karen, went sledding
near my home. It was last Christmas. My dog was frozen.
My dog wanted to go sledding again, but me and my mom
said no. We went inside. We had hot chocolate and warm
water for our feet. My dog drank the water!

My golden memory is when I got my cat when I was
two. His name was Figaro. Just two years ago he got ran
over by a car. On my brother’s way home he saw him on
the side of the road. When my brother told me I was so
depressed. I had him since I was two years old and my dog
always played with him. Figaro slept with me most of the
time. He purred really loud when he slept with me and he
was nice and warm and soft. He was really fluffy and he
was just a kitten when I got him. He chased after stuff if
you threw it. He was a cat, but he played fetch! I really
loved that cat.
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My Memories of Something That
Made Me Laugh
By Chloe Howanic
Has your little brother ever took something from you?
Once I was feeding my little brother and making waffles
while my dog was eating my brother’s Cheerios. When
my waffles were done I got up and put them on a plate. But
by mistake, I put the waffles behind me. My dog was on a
chair behind me. I was feeding my little brother little bits
of waffle when I heard, lick, lick, lick. I looked back and I
saw my dog licking my plate. I looked back and Robbie,
my little brother, had taken the waffle out of my hand and
stuffed his mouth. When I saw that I said, “ROBBIE!” and
he laughed and I laughed. It went on forever and ever. So
has your little brother ever stolen something from you?

My Memories of Something That
Made Me Cry
By Antony Zicchino
I fell off my bike. Me and Sammy had a race. “First
one to the mailbox wins,” she said. Sammy was ahead of
me. I lost control of my bike. I fell really bad. Sammy got
help. I cried. I got a big boo-boo. Sammy got me a bandaid. It made me feel sad because it really hurt.

A

second class-project book was done for Mrs. Green’s
2nd grade class at Veneta Elementary School. It was
based on The Important Book by Margaret Wise Brown
and includes both the students assessments of what makes
them important as well as drawings to accompany them.
Here are a few of the entries.
Abb
y

WILLIAM

The important thing about William
Is that he is funny and weird.
He has a great Mom and Dad and two brothers that are
annoying and a sister that is smart!
He LOVES candy.
But the important thing about William
Is that he is funny and weird!
na
en
K
Mc

Ca
rs
on

DAWSON

The important thing about Dawson
Is that he is nice to people and a good friend.
He has 3 brothers, 1 sister and a mom and dad.
He likes to go camping and hunting.
He loves Charleston Chew Candy Bars.
But the important thing about Dawson
Is that he is nice to people and a good friend.

Lu

The important thing about Mackenzie
Is that she is a good listener and a sort of nice sister.
She lives with her brother, mom, dad, huge dog and fat
cat.
She loves to go camping and ride bikes!
She likes pizza and pop-tarts!
But the important thing about Mackenzie
Is that she is a good listener and a sort of nice sister.
Nic
ole

MacKenzie

ke

MACKENZIE

CARA

Ma

The important thing about Cara
Is that she is nice and smart.
She has one brother named Connor. Also one mom
named Rachael.
She likes gymnastics and art.
She loves cake and cupcakes.
But the important thing about Cara
Is that she is nice and smart.
tth
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Greetings from Eugene by Nick DeAngelo
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Community News

A Look Back In Time

I

f you missed Groundwaters’ contributor and fine artist,
Beth Robinson, in September’s “Last Friday” Art
Walk, never fear. You’ll have a chance to see many more
artists, authors and musicians at the last two “Last Friday”
Art Walks in downtown Cottage Grove on October 25 and
November 29.
Also, see Groundwaters’ authors at the “Writers and
Wine” event put on by the Fern Ridge Public Library on
November 2 at Domaine Meriwether Winery. See the Library website (http://www.fernridgelibrary.org).

If you are the parent or guardian of a child in the area
high schools, consider joining the appropriate Booster
Club for your area. Elmira High School’s Booster Club
just had a successful golf tournament to raise money, and
they voted in their last meeting to give $2,450 in Fall Sport
Scholarships! That’s a lot of help for a lot of kids. See if
you can help, and make a difference.
Lorane has a few new events coming soon. The Lorane
Movie Night will return October 12 at the Lorane Grange
with soup, bread, and a movie for a small donation. Social
Hour begins at 6:00 p.m. Meet your friends and neighbors
over a dinner of hearty homemade soup and bread – a vegetarian option will be available – followed by dessert provided by the evening’s beneficiary. Shorts and antics, including the famous door-prize giveaway, will follow around
7:00. The feature film will begin at about 7:30.
The Lorane Grange meets Thursday, October 3, at
7:30 p.m. at the Grange.
The Crow-Applegate-Lorane School Board meeting
is scheduled for October 14th will be held at the Lorane
Grange at 7:00 p.m.
Lastly, the Lorane Community Association has meetings the first Wednesday of the month at the Lorane Deli
at 7:00 p.m.
Do you have a child or grandchild that wants to join
Scouting? Check http://www.fernridgescouting.org for
how you can enroll him/her. The Fern Ridge area children
served by scouting are those in the Veneta, Elmira, Noti,
Walton, Lorane and Crow communities. Cub Scouts are
boys age 6-12, Boy Scouts those 11-17, and Venture Scouts
those 14-20. October 4-6th there is a Scouts Fall Rendezvous in Springfield with Civil War Re-enactments, Mountain Men encampments, and more.
The Fern Ridge Area Bazaars are coming up fast. If
you have a craft or service to sell, call a local church or
organization to see if you “can set up shop.” The Bazaars
are generally the weekend before Thanksgiving, and are

Doing It the Hard Way. Jim Smith, father of Pat Edwards, as a
young man, cutting timber near Lorane.

well-advertised. Past participants include ART, Inc. (now
in their new home!), Veneta Elementary School, Elmira
Elementary School, Applegate Art Center and the Veneta
Chamber of Commerce, among many, many others. You’ll
find vendor rates reasonable and a built-in audience for
your wares, and who knows?...You could probably find
your way into some delicious soup or baked goods as well.
ART, Inc. is having a performance of their new show,
“Blazing Guns at Roaring Gulch” on October 25 at 7:00
p.m. and October 27 at 2:00 p.m. It’s a family-friendly
melodrama with fun for all ages. They are still looking for
small “in-between” acts, like guitar, fiddle, songs or special-performance acts, to show during intermission. If you’d
like to help, call ART at 541-935-3636. Either way, come
support the show! It features local talent and fame in spotlight roles (Mayors past and present, to name a couple)
and wonderful performers.
Now that Friday Market in Veneta is over for the season (I know... it’s hard) and Saturday Market in Eugene is
close to being done (November 16), what to do for local
produce? Well, Lorane has a Grower’s Market. It’s a “help
yourself” stand in front of the Lorane Deli. And, pretty
soon, Eugene’s Holiday Market will be back in season
on November 24 and 25. You can always call local farms
to see if you can take advantage of late-season produce,
too. Happy Eating!

BEST
If you like what you read, pass it on
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